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Abstract
IMPURITY EFFECTS AND SYMMETRY OF THE
ORDER PARAMETER IN HIGH-TEMPERATURE
OXIDE SUPERCONDUCTORS
Mehmet Bayındır
M. S. in Physics
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Zafer Gedik
Sept,eml.)er 1997
Identification of the symmetry of the order parameter (OP) of high-l'c cuprates is
important because it helps to understand possible mechanism that govern the physics
of these materials.

However, up to now, there is no consensus on the symmetry

of the OP. On the other hand, nonmagnetic impurity substitutions would test the
symmetry of OP. Present theoretical calculations overestimate suppression of the
critical temperature (by a factor of 2 or more) in comparison to the experimental data.
So far, differences between zinc [Zn) and nickel {Ni) substitutions have not been
well understood. Considering the above arguments, effects of nonmagnetic impurities
on the high-temperature cuprates are investigated by solving the Bogoliulpv-de
Gennes (BdG) equations on two-dimensional square lattice.

The critical impurity

concentration is found to be very close to the experimental values.

Possibility

of extracting the symmetry of OP from the obtained results is discussed.

Finite-

ranged impurity potentials and different potential strengths for different impurities
are proposed to explain differences between Zn and Ni substitutions.

Finally, it

is concluded that our results are in favor of d-wave symmetry for tetragonal and

s+d-wave symmetry for orthorhombic phase, and explain quite well the effects of
nonmagnetic impurity substitutions in the high-7'c oxide superconductors.

Beside

these, the physical properties of the high-temperature oxide superconductors, the
BdG equations and effects of nonmagnetic impurities on isotropic and anisotropic
superconductors are reviewed.

Keywords:

Superconductivity, order parameter, impurity substitution, hightemperature superconductivity, critical temperature suppression,
s-wave, d-wave, d-|-s-wave, Zn or Ni-Cu substitution

özet
YUKSEK-SICAKLIK OKSİT USTUNILETKENLERINDE
SAFSIZLIK ETKİLERİ VE DÜZEN PARAMETRESİNİN
SİMETRİSİ

Mehmet Bayındır
Fizik Yüksek Lisans
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrci. Doç. Dr. Zafer Gedik
Eylül 1997
Yiiksek-sıcaklık iistüniletkenlerde düzen parametresinin simetrisinin kesin olarak tespit
41

edilmesi, bu malzemelerin fiziği hakkında bilgi verecek olması açısından önemlidir.
Fakat günümüze kadar yapılan çalışmalarda, düzen parametresinin simetrisi hakkında
kesin bir sonuca varılamamıştır. 0 te yandan, safsızlık etkileri, düzen parametresinin
simetrisinin tespitinde yardımcı olabilir.

Şimdiye kadarki teorik hesaplamalar,

safsızlıklardan dolayı, kritik sıcaklıktaki azalmayı deney verilerine göre en az iki kat
daha yüksek bulmaktadır. Ayrıca, çinko ve nikel safsızlıkları arasındaki fark henüz tam
olarak anlaşılamamıştır.

Bu çalışmada, Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) denklemleri

iki-boyutlu kare örgü üzerinde çözülerek manyetik olmayan safsızlıkların yiikseksıcaklık oksit üstüniletkenleri üzerindeki etkileri incelendi. Sonuçlardan sisterryn düzen
parametresinin çıkarılıp çıkarılamayacağı tartışıldı.
deney verilerine çok yakın bulundu.

Kritik safsızlık konsantrasyonu

Sonuçlar, tetragonal faz için d-dalgasını ve

ortorombik faz için d-Fs-dalgasını desteklemekte ve manyetik olmayan safsızlıkların
yüksek-sıcaklık. oksit üstüniletkenleri üzerindeki etkilerini tutarlı şekilde açıklamak
tadır. Ayrıca; yüksek-sıcaklık oksit üstüniletkenlerinin, BdG denklemlerinin, manyetik

ve manyetik olmayan safsızlıkların isotropik ve isotropik olmayan üstüniletkenler
üzerindeki etkilerinin kısa bir özeti yapıldı.

Anahtar
sözcükler:

üstüniletkenlik, düzen parametresi, safsızlık katma, yüksek-sıcaklık
üstüniletkenliği, kritik sıcaklık azalması, s-dalgası, d-dalgasi, d+sdalgası, Cu yerine Zn veya Ni katma
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Superconductivity is perhaps
the most remarkable
physical property
in the universe.
Diivid l^iiK's

1.1

Low-Tem perature Superconductors

Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes.

lie found

that the resistance of a rod of frozen ilg dropped to zero wlien cooled to
the temperature of li(|uid Ih; (about 4K).

Many other eh'inents, alloys and

intermetallic compounds become superconducting when cooled to sufliciently
low temperatures. Over tlie years, the highest transition temperature had been
gradually increased from the 4,/i of Ilg to 237i in the compound NbaCe. In
1950, it was shown that the transition temperature of the superconducting state
dejiends on the isotopic mass of the atoms that make up the m e t a l . T l i i s
suggests that superconductivity involves an interaction between the conduction
electrons and the vibrational motion of the ions in the metal. With this clu(g
in 1957, microscopic theory^ (DCS theory) of superconductivity was developed
by .John Bardeen, Leon N. Coo|)er, and .1. Robert Schrielfer, for which .tluiy
1
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were a.warclecl the Nobel Prize in Pliysics in 1972.

2

Tliis theory wa,s very

sLicces.sl’ul not only in explaining vviiat was known about superconductivity l,)ut in
predicting a new phenomena, pairing of declronsf'^ that later was coniirmed by
e x p e r im e n ts .T h is theory is based on a coherent pairing of electrons where all
pairs liave identically the same momentum. The pairing results from an attractive
interaction between electrons due to coupling to phonons which are c)uantized
modes of atomic vibration that propagate throughout the lattice of a solid. In
low-temperature superconductors, quasiparticles (electrons plus their associated
screening clouds) disturb the phonons and create a force that overcomes the
electrons’ repulsive force. The electrons then form a cpiantum state made up
of Cooper pairs, which cannot be scattered off by phonons, thereby eliminating
resistance. Superconductors exhibit many interesting properties, such as zero
resistance a.nd perfect diamagnetism, i. e. the complete expulsion of the magnetic
field from the volume of the superconducting sample.
Low temperature superconductors are used in many areas including SQUlDs
(Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices), which cire capable of detecting
minute magnetic fields and electro-magnets, such as those in magnetic resonance
imaging devices.
For a general review of low temperature superconductors, see Refs. 7-14.

1.2

H igh-Tem perature Superconductors

One of the greatest events in physics in recent decades wevs the cliscOvery of
high-ternperature superconductors, wliose resistance become zero at temperatures
above lOOA'.

This new exciting sta.ge began in 1986 when the first high-

temperature superconductor was discovered^ by K. Alex Miiller and .1. Oeorge
Bednorz^^'’^ at the IBM Research Laboratory in Zürich, Switzerland. This ceramic
compound of lanthanum, barium, copper, and oxygen (LaBaCuO) was bix oming*
*Tlie article, cautiously titled “ The possibility of the Iligh-Tcinpcrature Supcfcomiuctivity
ill the La-Ba.-Cu-0 .system”, was turned down by the leading American journal Physical Review
Letters.
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a supercoiicluctor at, ‘i 5K.

Another team soon found siipercojiductivity in a

related material, an yttrium-bariurn-eopper-oxygen compound (YBaCuO), at
90A", well above the temperature cit which nitrogen liquefies (77 K). This is
very important, because li<|uid nitrogen is 50 times cheaper titan helium and it
promises commercial viability for. the new materials. A clear indication of the
importance attached to the discovery of these new superconducting materials is
tliat Miiller and Bednorz were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics within a y('a.r,
1987.
These new oxide superconductors exhibit the two characteristic propeu ties of
conventional superconductors, namely zero resistivity and perfect diamagnetism.
In addition to these, they show strong anisotropy in many of tlieir |)hysical
properties and they have very short coherence length, large critical temperature,
very high critical fields, and a granular composition.
Despite the intensive eflbrts of the theoretical physics community and
thousands of research papers, there is still no clear consensus on the answers
to several fundamentaJ questions about the new superconductors. What is the
nature of the nornud state? What is the chiuacter of the sui)erconducting state?
What is the physical origin of their superconductivity? What is the symmetry of
pairing, i.e. symmetiy of order parameter?
Understanding the mecha.nism responsible for superconductivity in the hightemperature cuprates has been one of the major goals of physicists since the
discovery of these exciting materials. Experiments suggest that the pairing; state
may be unconventional, featuring anisotropic order parameter. What is meant
by unconventional superconductors is an order parameter that Inis a symmetry
in momentum space different from the isotropic s-wave Cooper pair, believed
to describe all low-temperature superconductors.

Many experiments provide

strong evidence for existence of nodes with different symmetriojs.

'I’lie most

serious ca,ndidates for the order parameter symmetry, seem to be d-wave or
anisotropic s-wa.ve. Beside these many other possible symmetries such as j), d+s
and s+id Inive been proposed. Tlie unconventional pairing differs markedly from
the conventional s-wave pairing for which the corresponding energy gap'*is finite

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
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and almost isotropic.
Iligli-temperaturc .su|)ercoiidiictor,s ma.y luwc many potential applications in
tlie future. However, many significant material science problems, such as having
low enrrent densities a.nd In'ing veny britth; a.nd inihixibh', must Ik' ov('rcome
before such applications become a. reality. Assuming that such problems are
solved, tire |)ossible important applications are
>■ low-loss electrical power transmission,
>■ the Josephson junction ba.sed computer elements,
>■ intercouucctioii of coin|)uter chi[)s by supercojiducting wires,
high-speed levitated vehicles.
uo.

>■ small-scale superconducting motors,

**

>" magnetic resonance imaging.
For a general review of high-'7c su|)crconductors, see Refs. 9 12,16 21.

1.3

M otivations and O utline

In Chapter 1 a. brief leview of high-7i; superconductors will be given, including,
crystallographic structures, general properties of normal and superconducting
states, pa.iring meclianism, .symmetry of the order |)a.ramet(!r, .some expeu iments
and impurity effects.
It is well known that nonma.gnetic impurities with small concentrations
affect neither the transition temperatpi.e nor the density of state of BCS
superconductors with an isotropic order p a r a m e t e r . O n tlie other ha.nd, if the
order parameter is anisotroi)ic, then impurity effects become important.l'^’’*’'’^ In
Cliapter 2 the effects of impuritic's on i.sotropic and anisotropic snpiMconductors

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

will be investiga.l·ecl.

A powerful method that uses Bogoliubov-de Ceunes

e(|uatioMs, will also be studicid.
Theoretical calculations and exireriments point to imi.n,y diilercnt pairing
symmetries such as s, extended s, p, d, s+d arid s-|-id. However, up to now
there .is no consensus on the symmetry of the order parameters. On the other
hand, the effects of nonmagnetic impurities on the iiroperties of supiMcoiiductors
can provide useful information about its order parameter syimnetry.

Many

peoplef^^i think that understanding the impurity effects on liigh-Tc materials
has very crucied role to get information about the underlining mechanism in
these materials. Besides this, there are some experimental results which are not
completely explained yet, including
O rapid suppression of the critical temperature in the |)iescnce of sonu' rare earth
elements substitutions,
f

0 the critical impurity concentration, at which su|)erconductivity vanishes, is
smaller in Zii substitution tliaii Ni,
© disorder induced by irra.diation is always less clfective on the ciitical
temperature than the substitutional disorder.
Considering the above arguments, in Chapter 4 Bogoliubov-de Cennes
equations are solved on a two-dimensional square lattice to investigate elfects of
nonma.gnetic impurities in high-temperature oxide superconductors. In particular
® possibilities to extract the syrnmetrj' of order parameter from the disorder
effects will be discus,sed,
® rapid suppression of the critical temperature of the high-1/1, cuprates by
substituting the ,'kl metal ions will be investigated,
® differences between Zn and Ni substitutions will be ex))lained,
@ considering a-b plane anisotropy, possibility of the.admixture of s- and d-wave
and its consequences will be discu.s,sed.
in the last chapter, the results of the calculations are discussed. Beside this,
the results are compared with the experimental observations.

Chapter 2
PROPERTIES OF
HIGH-TEMPERATURE OXIDE
SUPERCONDUCTORS
III I,Ilia

dia.|)(,cr, a brief revic'vv of I,he liigli-'/’c eii|)ia(,e' coiiipouiula in bol.li itonnal

and superconducting phases is given. I'br this purpose, liigli-7f: niateiials can
be cla.ssiiied into tliree cla.s,ses. '1'a.blc 2.1 shows some characteristics of the.se
materials. Tlie first class is the one tha.t llednor/v and Muller^'''’^ fonnd. These
materials, with the general formula LayV/CuO (yV/=Sr, Ha or Ca), contain
lanthanum (La), bcirium (Ba), copper (Cu) and oxygen (0) and exhibit a critical
temperature between 30 and 'IO/\’. 'J'he .second class,so called 1-2-3 com|)oimd,
were discovered l)y M. K. VVn and his co-workers.^^’^ 'I'he critical tempeiature
is around 90/v. They contain yttrium (Y), a rare earth clement, ratlier than
lantha.nuin and tlieir genera.l form wa.s YBaCuO. 'I’he third class of m ata ials is
the one with the highest critical tcniperiiture achieved ( 1257d) and these materials
do not contain rare earth elements. One is a compound of bismuth (Bi), strontium
(Sr), calcium (Ca,), copper and oxygen (BiSrCuO)^^''^ while another has thaJlium
Bjui)ra(,e means any nioinber of Uic family of malcriáis having planes ofCJnOv a.s ils building
blocks. Most of the high-7c supercoiuluctors arc cu|)rates, full there are other materials like
Nb.iGe and the fullcreiies KaCen which c.\hibit high-'T snpcrcondiictivity.
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(Tl) ill it instead of bisinutli, and barium instead of strontium (Tl( JaBaCuO).!'^^!

C om pound

Syml)

SyiUIll

ba^CnO.! (Sr do|)ed)

0201
0123
2212
222:t

0
0
T
'1'

YBa2Cu307
BÍ2Sr2CaCn2()8
d'ljIb-vjChwCn.-iOn,

(A)
•b.GOO
.G.S.Gr)
•A.'ÎSS
3.850

« II

c. (A)
13.18
11.68
30.60
35.88

T(l<)

35
92
100
125

11 (cm

’^)

1.5 10'·^'
3 10“'
~ 10“'
~ 10'-'

LaU;ICO Typo
P('rovskil.cs
layers -f chains
layers
Iay('rs

Table 2.1: Some characteristics of oxide superconductors, Syrnb = symbol,
Symm = .symmetry (Orthorhombic 0 , Tetra.gonal T), ay and Q) are tlie lattice
parameters, 'P is tlie ti ansitioii (.emperatuTe and n is the carrier densil.y. 'f'aken
(modified) from Ref. 10.

In the following sections, properties of the second class (e.

g.

YBOuO)

compounds v\dll be exphiined.
For a more general review on this topic, see Reis. 17,18,28,29.

2.1

N orm al State Properties

The normal state of the cu|)rate compounds has very unusual properties’^ [See
Refs. 30 and 31.]. It is believed tliat these properties have intrinsic elfects on the
pairing mechanism in the superconducting phase of these materials. The basic
chai'acteristics of the normal state ca.n be summarized as follows (See 'fable 2.2 for
comparison of the normal metal and the normal state of LaSrCuO compound.):
>■ 'rhe dc resistivity p de|)ends on the temperatuie linearly. As shown from
Fig. 2.1, as well as linearity, the resistivity is large (|)ooi· metal) and liighly
anisotropic, namely c-axis resistivity is considerably larger than the abplane resistivity and in tlu' orthorhombic maXerials along the plane' axes
have also different resistivity (p„ ^ pi).
>■ The Hall coefFicient Rjj increases with decrecising temperature (See Fig. 2.2)
and this dependence contradicts with the l''('rmi-li(|uid tln'ory.
'riic.se properties can not be explained in terms of conventional tlni l'’ei nii-li(|iiid theory.
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Q u a n tity
m*
kp [cm-']
Vp [cm/s]
Cf [eV]

C onventional m etal
[1-bh] m.
10«
[1-2] 10«
5-10

Lai
^CuO,!
5 m.
;}.5 X 10'
8 X 10«
0.1

'ral)lo 2.2: C()m|)a.risoii of .sonu' |)a.ramcl,or.s of normal nu'l.al and normal sl.al.o of
Lai,8Si'o.2(-''-tO,i coiii])olukI. 'I’akcn irom Rd. 21.

200

150

100 I

50

Figure 2.1: Temperature dependence of the re.si.stivity p along the three axes of
oi thorhoinbic crystals of YBCO. 'I'aken from Ref. GO.
V Fermi energy is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than that of a
normal metal. Smallness of this quantity lia.s intrinsic ('ffects on the features
of the cu|)ratcs.
>■ The normal state of liigh-'/i: cuprates lias an antiferromagnetic ordering
(A1''M) of the copper spins in tin' (hiO-j planes. 'I'he strong .snp('r-excha.nge
interaction between these spins, via oxygen ions, gives rise to a. longrange antiferromagnetic order. Although, the long-range AFlVl ordering
disappears in the metallic and the superconducting pliases, stiong s|iin
fluctuations are observc'd.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature dependence of the inverse Hall coelTicient 1/7?.// for
YBa2Cu3_a,Znj;0 7 -5 crystal doped with Zn. Taken from Ref. 61.

2.2

General

Properties

of

Superconducting

P hase
f

it is well known that the oxide superconductors possess many pro|)erties in
common with conventional superconductors;
>■ Observation of the usual ac .losephson effect with typical frequencyt“''')
Lo = 2cVfIi aiul the direct measurement of tlie flux f|Ucuitumf'’i f/)o —
/i,c/2e indicates tlie existence of Cooper pairs with charge 2e and zero net
momentum (by Andreev’s reilection expcrimcnti'‘®i) in tlie superconducting
state.
Tlie decrease in tlie Knight sliift in the su|)crcondncting phase and the
tem[)erature dependence of the i)crietration dcptli, point to the ^singlet
nature of paring in the usual DCS picture.^^^’’^^)
>· In the presence of magnetic fields, flux lattice is observed.
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> Tunneling experiments unambiguously indicate the formation of a gap in
the spectrum, which also confirms the picture of Cooper pairs. f'd
>■ Andreev’s reflection along time-reversed trajectories is seen.l'*^!
On the other hand, the high-Tc superconductors have a number of properties
different from those of the conventional superconductors, namely
>“ in the copper-oxide superconductors, the main role is played by Cu 02
planes. Current belief is that superconductivity is confined into these planes
which are separated by layers of other ions. Therefore, a high auisotropy
of the electrojiic and superconducting properties, which are of a quasitwo-dirnensional character, is specific to the high-T’c oxide materials. The
physiccil properties of the oxide compounds are strongly influenced by the
deficiency of oxygen and certain variations in their composition.
>· riigh-Tc cuprate compounds have antiferromagnetic ordering of spins.
They are almost loccdized at Cu sites. Doping Cu02 planes with charge
Ccuriers by variation of the composition, easily destroys tlie long-range
antiferromagnetic order in the metallic state. However, strong dynamical
short-range antiferromagnetic fluctucitions still exist.

The NMR and

inelastic neutron scattering experiments conrirm the existence of the strong
dynamical anti ferromagnetic fluctuations.

Those fluctuations affect the

properties of tlic CuO compounds in tlie normal j:)hase and may l:)e the
origin of non-phononic mechanism of high-2'c superconductors.
In conventional superconductors, existence of the electron-phonon interac
tion which is responsible for the pairing mechanism, is confirmed by the
large value of the isotope effect exponent, i.e. the critical temperature
Tc depends on the mass of the lattice ion (Tc oc

a ~ 0.5).

In

cuprate compounds this exponent is small in comparison to the conventional
superconductors (a ~ [0.4 —0.02]).b°l
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A considerable cuiisotropy of llie gap and a large value of the ratio
2A(0)/A,'Tc ~ 3 —
teinpcraturc cuprates.

ill

planes are specific for layered high-

Tliis fact clearly distinguishes them from the

coiivciitioiia.l siipcrcoiiductors, wlicrc tlic gap is ra.tlHU' isotropic and the
ratio has the BCS universal value 2A[0)f k'l'c — 3.53.
Tlic coherence length

is very small, several laltice constants in the i)lane

wliile in the direction |)erpcudiculcu· to the [)laiie it is approximately equal
to or smellier than the lattice constant. In conventional superconductors
(^0 — 10^ —10'* A. The smallness of the coherence length,

® indicates tha.t the .spa.tial stretching of tlie wave function of the Cooper
pair points toward a strong coupling of quasi-particles in a pair (such a
coupling results in high critical temperature).
(2) is mainly due to small value of the Fermi velocity^ (.See Table 2.2.),
® shows that the number of electrons (holes) in the Cooper pairs is smaller
by sevc'ial ordi'is of magnitude tlia.n that in convi'iitional snpeicondnctors.
For some important iin|)lications of short coherence length, see Ref. 138.
> The ratio A/AV is very large'' (~

10” ') relative to its value in tlie

conventioncil superconductors (~ 10“''). This ratio is important, because it
estimates what fraction of the carriers are directly involved in the pairing.
Hence, large value of A/E/,· means that a significant fraction of the carriers
are paired. Of course, this correspond to a short average distance between
the paired carriers. As a result of this, the coherence length becomes small.
Having large value of AjEi? and short coherence length (o is due to the
quasi-2D structure of the cuprates. In the BC.S theory (A/AV

1), paii'irig

can occur onl}'^ near the Fermi surface. On the other hand, the layered
structure of the high-f/'c oxide superconductors the pairing is possible even
for states distant from the Fermi level.
•^Iii BC.S theory, they are related by
= /ivi’/rrA.
'’.Small Fermi energy along with large value of the gap.
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See Table 2.3 for typical parameters of the high-Tc oxide superconductors.

Q u a n tity
d'e [K]
U [A]
ec[A]
Aa.6 [A]
Ac [A]
mc/mab
po [//ikm]
.N(F/,’) [states/eV]
Od [K]
A„ [ineV]
2Ao/kBTe
A
O'

M ax value
133
80
15
2800
. 35000
730
320
2.1
410
53
8
2.0
0.4

M in value
30
10
0.2
2G0
1000
10
0
0.8
250
7.3
3.1
0.1
0.02

C o n n n en ts
for cled.roii 8(1 'I5=[ 11-22] K

most frc(|uently [100]

Table 2.3: Typical parameters of the high-Tc oxide superconductors. Tc is
critical temperature, is coherence length, A is penetration depth, mc/niai, is
mass ratio, po is residual resistivity, N(E;;·) is density of states at Fermi level, Oq
is l,)ebye tem|)crature, A(> is energy gap, 2Ao/k«Tc is I3CS ratio, A is electronphojion coupling constant and cv is isotope cflect exponent. Taken from (modiiied)
Ref. 42. This reference contains cUi extensive survey of experimental projierties
of superconductors.

2.3

Structure of the Cuprates

As it is known from crystcillographic analysis, high-7c oxide su|)erconductors are
formed on. the bcisis of perovskite-like structures (see Fig. 2.3). The unit cell is
made up of one or a few planes of CL1O2 atoms on top of whicli there are layers
of otlier atoms (Da, La, Y, ... ). This unit cell repeats itself along the ^-dkection
(see Fig. 2.4). As a result of this type of structures, these materials show strong
anisotropy in many of their properties. For example, electrical resistivit}' has
very different values when measured parallel to the oxygen-copper planes than
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that when measured perpendicular to them (see Fig. 2.1).

Cu

O
La

Figure 2.3: The lundamental perovskife'unit in tlie oxide superconductors. As
a.n example LaCuOa is sliown.
The CuO^ |)lanes arc responsible lor the superconductivity while the
surrounding hiyers of other atoms provide carriers, electrons or holes.

For

this rea.son, tlu' la.yers iK'ighboriiig the (hiO^ planes a.r<' called the charge
reservoirs. 'I'he assumption that superconductivity in the liigh-7'c cupiatc's is a.
two-dimensional phenomenon is based on the fact that the distance between CuOa
planes

12A) is larger

than Cu-0 interspacing

2A) so that

tlie electrons (or

holes) sliared by these atoms are more likely to hoppe within these planes ra.ther
than oil tlie |)lanes (¿||

1,^). The charge is trajislered from the leservoir to

l.he conducting planes, when material is doped. Doping means the substitution
of a.toms in tiu' clia.rge re,s('i voir by others in a diderc'iit ionixation sta.te. As a
result, electrons are taken out of the CuO'i planes or are donated to them. In the
foiincr case the carriers of the superconductor current ar<' holes (as in YI3C0)
while they aie electrons (as in JJaFbO) in the latter. Carrier type is del.ected
by determining the sign of the Hall coeflicient Rjj. Also varying the chemical
composition of the charge reservoiis, it is possible to change the charge density
of the carriers in the CuO'^ planes.
Figure. 2.5 shows schematic lattice structure of the YI3C0 imiterials.
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I'igiii(' 2.4: Skc'l.cli o( Uic sii|)('rc()ii(hid,iiig or(,lioihoinl)i(· Yl}a.(Iii() iiiiil, ((ill. |(, \
sec'ii I,hat tlucoi |)laiKi,s containing (Jii and 0 are saiKlvviclicd betvvijen two plane;
containing Ba and 0 and one plane containing Y.

O
•

C fi

CiiOa
I

Planes

........................^
... i.......··■.'
I
I
:
I
Charge
Reservoir
Layer

Cu0.x ^
Chains

CuOx Planes A

'i'e,.

I'igure 2.5: Sclieinatic latl.icxi structure' o[ tlie YBCO c()ni|)ounds.
P liase D iagram
I'lie phase diagrairi provides useiul inrorniation about possible iiiechanisui that
govenis the |)hysics ol the cupi'at(!s. I he nuun leatures ol the diagram are slrovvii
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ill Fig. 2.6. Indeed, all oxide cuprales have similar phase dia.gra.ius.

0.2

0.3

Concentralion (x)

l''igiire 2.6: Plia.s<' dia.gram of a. nipra.l.(' compomid ( l;a.¿_,,.Sr.,.('iiO,|) as a liiiu l.ioii
of l,<'mp<'ra.(.iire.

> If doping is very low (;r ~ 0), then the material is in antiierromagnetic
oidered state with sma.ll (|uantum ilnctnations. In tliis state, the matc'iial
is an insnlator unless tlu; temperature is very high''.
f

>■ With iner('a..sing the doping a.t low temperatures, the ma.teria.1 heroines
superconduetor.

When x ~ Ü.I5 (optimal doping), the higliest eritical

temperature is obtained.

Further increase in doping above tlie optimal

causes the-critical temperature to decrease.
>■ When the temperature is above the critical value T > Tc, the material is in
the normal metallic sta.t(\ However, as discussc'd in thc^ previous section, in
(.his stal.e the material ma.y exhibit (|uil,e unusual normal state propc'i ties.
®A(. liigh teinpcraUu-e, Uierinal (lud.uaUoiis des(.roy tlie ina.giie(.ic orclei' and the material
I)eco n1cs coil cluci.or.
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2 .3 .1

I()

S t r u c t u r e o f YBa^CuaOij+^i·

In this section a more detailed explanation ol' [)roperties Features of YBCO
compounds is given.
Table 2.1 shows tlie electronic configurations of tlie elements of YOaCuO.
The pfiase diagram of a YBCO material is diawn in Fig. 2.7. The (h'pendence
of lattice parameters, the critical temperature and the effective valence i)i CuO -2
|)lane on the oxygen content are shown in Fig. 2.8.

E lectronic C onfiguration
■'*'Cu: 3d’" 4s
H): 2s'-* 2p"
•■
’"Y: ,5s'* 4d
•'"Ba: Gs'^

Effective Valence
Crystal (;r = 0)
Doped(;r 7^ 0)
chCu^+ »/Cu'*-''*+, c/,Cn■'*·'’·'·
0 "0 “Y3+
Y"·*·
Ba2+
Ba-·*·

d'abh? 2.4: The (‘lectronic configurations of the elements in the YBCO cii|)rates
(pi = plane, ch~chain).

'I lie basic properties of YBCO can be summarized as follows:
)► '.riiere are two C 11O2 planes per unit cell and they are separated by an Y
plane.
)► Charge reservoir consists of Ba atoms and CnO chains in the b direction.
>■ .'\t zero doping level; the oxygen atoms are in the

state so that

they would achieve a complete p-shell, yttrium (Irarium) k>ses three (two)
electrons and becomes Y^"'' ( Ba“·*·). Electrical neutrality forces the Co|)per
to ado[)t the Cu“·*" in the pla,ne and Cu*·*· in the chains:
2 Cu“·*· + 1 Cu*·*· + 1 Y**·*· 4- 2 Ba.“·*· + 6 0'^“ =0
If the copj^er atom lo.ses one electron, then it completes its d-sliell but losing
one extra electron causes the creation of a hole in this shell. Therefore,
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I.O

Concentration (x)

l·'igııı·(' 2.7: l’lia.s(' (lia.,i>;ia.in of a. ciipra.U' compotmd ( YMa^i
of l.cni|)cra(,mc.

a.s a. ('imclioM

Cu^+ in the planes have a net spin of 1/2. These holes are responsible from
the antiferromagnetic long range order oh,served in the nndoped insulating
state. Sinc(^ Cu'·*· in the diain has net spin zero, it does not contribute to
the magnetic effects.
> Increasing the doping changes the oxygen content in charge reservoirs and
then, since the new oxygens are subtracting electrons from the

planes,

holes are added to the conducting i)la.nes.

2.4

Pairing M echanism

'This section deals with the possible origin of pairing mechanism in the1iigh-'r„
materials. It is welt known that the electron-phonon interactions cause to pairing
of electrons in the Iow-tcm|)e.rature superconductors. Kxperimental confirmation
of large isotope-effect in conventional superconductors gives rise to this
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l''igtir(' 2.8 : Dopcitdo'ncc oí lail.icx' roiiHÍaiilMS [l('íl, paiu-l] , ( riíical i('m|)('r;Üur(' and
('(iccUvc val(Micc [riglit |)aii('IJ oí YMa^í'ii;i(),r on Uio o.xygx'ii conU'iil.. 'I'.ikon íiom

КгГ.17.
conclusion. Ilovvovei', this is not completely true (or liigli-'l',. superconductivity.
'I'lieoretical calculations of the ('l<'ctron-plionon intc'iaction in ciipiates suggest
that phonons alone can not ('.xplain the high-'l',. sup('icoiidnctivity'\

As

(.lie critical temperature becomes higher, the isotope eflect beconies smaller,
suggesting a.n aJl.eriiate pniring m('cha.nism involving interactions Ix'l.vveen
electrons. Following the above argument the antiferromagnctic spin iluctuations
model is proposed.^'*''’’^^‘’^ 'Г 1к' uiid('rliiiing phenoiiK'non in this model is that an
electron scattering off a spin lluctua.tion can cause a perturbation, that in turn
might scatter a .second electron, hence tliese iluctuations might pair electrons.
'This jnodel |)redicts с1.г-2_,/2 pairing symmetry [see tlu^ next .section].
Another mechanism was sugg<'sted by P. W. Anderson, where in the CuO
'’Elec(.i'on-|)lionon coupling paiamcliM· can not. give rise l.o a snpeicondncl.ing l.ransi(.ion
(•cniperature mucli liiglier than dOK. Above this temperature large vibrations of the lattice
would disturb the role of the lattice' in providing tiui attraction In'twis-n two (dectrons.
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planes is a IKJS-I.ype pairijig occurs, 'riicrc is Josc|)h,soii-|)air (.unueling between
l.lte layers. In (.his case (.he pairing .syminetry is a.niso(,ro|)ic s-wa.ve [see (.he next
section].

In)!· general r(’view of this snl)j(M t, s(H' R.eis. .')9,r)8,.b.b.

2.5

Sym m etry of the Order Param eter

The .symmetry of the s,u])ercon(lncting order ])araineter (OP) oi' the high-Tc
superconductor, which is clo.s(dy related to tlie mechanism o( superconductivity
in tlu' c.nf)rat('s, is a. subjc'ct ol ongoing r('S('a.rch. Although ('arly exp<'rimc'nts
.seemed consisteid, with a BO.S-lihe s-wa.ve (with / = 0 ) pairing, u]) to now a
growing list of theoretical calculations and experiments suggest that the liightemperaturc cupra(,es may exhil)it an nnconventionaJ OP. 'The nnconventional
OP has a .symmetry in momentum spaCe diil'erent from that of the i.sotropic
s-wa.ve Cooper pair state tha.I. is believed to ch'scrilH' all of lovv-(,('mp('4a(,ure
snpi'rcondncl.ors. 'I.'he mo,s(. serious ca.ndida.l.c'.s for (,1и' oish'r pa.ra,m<'t('i· s(4‘ms
(.() be d-wav(! or anisotropic s-wave. However, theism arc many other possibilities,
such as p-wave (triplet·)^'^^^ and an admixture ol s and d-wave'.
l'igure. 2.9 shows the s, ('xl.einhxl s and d-wave order paramei.er symmetries
and the correspondiiig densitic's of sta.(.('s.
.Some experiments and theoretical calculations are in favor of d-wave picture,
including
>■ linear temperature dependence of the supcrcondnd.ing penetraticyi depth
at low t('inp('ra.turcs
surface impedance measurements,
>- angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (AH.PIAS) studies,
>- specific heat data.
".Since YBCnO system lias orlliorliomhic .stnic.tnre, an a.dmixlini' of s and d-wave
components is possibleP^^I
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l4 gm-e 2 .9 : Order parameter symmetrie.s and density of states for diil'erent ])airirig
symmetries.
>■ Kiiiglit sliil't,

>■ nuclear relaxation,
> inelastic neui.ron scattc-ring,
.Josephson junction experiments in several geometries.
On the other hand, some experinients and tlu'oretical calculations do not
support d-wave |)airing, including
>- c-a.xis .los('phson tuniK'ling measurenu'iits,
> grain boundary tunneling studies,
>- inv('stiga.tion of nonliiK'ar Meissner ellect,

^ penetration depth studies on NdCeCJuO cuprates,
V iK'utrou scai.tering.
Some experiments are in favor of s-vvave picture, including
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>- |)<MKis(.('n(. currcDt.s and (rn.n.sil.ioii (,('m|KMa.(,iii('s in I.Ik' composil.c' sn|)ri ronductors con.sisl.ing of a. cnpralo a.iid a. convcnl ional sn|)('rcondnck)r (('. g.
lead),
>- exponentially decreasing sni lace iin|)edancc I'oi· a Inlly oxygenated samples,
>- exponential approach of (.lie ])('iietration deplli l.o i(..s zero-I.ernperature
value.
It should he noted that the intrinsic complexil.y of the cuiiiates lias led to
contradictory results and confusion in the interpretation of ('X|)erimental data
relevant to the pairing .symmetry.
I'br more extensive discussions, see Refs. 54,.59,.55 58
Why is identification of the pairing symmetry so important?

Firstly, a

definitive cletei'mination could ellectively confirm certain hypotheses about the
origin of.pairing in the cuprates, e.g. confirmation of the d.,.2_,p pairing is in
favor of the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation mechanism, on tlie otlier hand
confirmation of tlie s+ pairing gives support to phonon mediated mecdianism.
Secondl.y, it would luive im[)ortant implications for technology.

All high-Tc

materials show si.rong dissipal.ion at low frequencies, even at low temperatures,
and this is a major obstacle for efficient device construction.

If the |)airing

has dx2 _y2 symmetry with nodes on Fermi surlaci;, then no refinements will be
able to get rid of the low-temperature (|uasiparticles and resulting dissipation.
On the other hand, if the symmetry is s+. Modeless, (.hen (he dissipation may
be eliminatcxl by suitable chemical and metallurgical refinements.

Another

important reason is search for higher 'i’e by extending the cuprate compounds
(.() thrc'c'-dinu'iisional strud.iirc'. An c'xi.ensive discussion on (.his (.opic, can be
found in Ref. 21.
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The Effect of Im purity Suhstitutioii in the
B asal Plane

9*

Among many unusual pi-o|)crli('s [,S(;e section 2 .2 ] of liole-(lo|)(xl liigli-J], cuprates,
one of the most remarkable is the response of tjie supc'rcoiKlucting state to
impurity substitution in tlu' (bi‘*+ basal plane. (Antrary to the conventional
superconcluctors, a few p('rc('n(. of diainagnctic (D) [cc g. ZiP'^] or a|>pieciably
larger amounts of paramagnetic (P) [e. g.

matc'i ials arc'enough to suppress

tlu^ supercoiiductivity comph'tely'^ At this point, it is important toiioU' that as
long as the origin of the pairing in the higli-7'^ cuprat(\s is du(' to phonons, (dfects
of D and P impurities are assumed to be e(iuivalent. ilovvevc'r, if the pairing is due
to antiferromagnetic spin lluctuations, then D impurities have larger effects.

iOO
l'’igurc 2.10: Tin; order para.nK'ter Δ ( 0 ), critical t('m|)crature 7|. and energy gap
ii( 0 ) are plotted as a function ol pair breaking ])aramctcr n·. Δυο and 7'co are the
corresponding values in the ab.sence of the impuritic's. Tak('ii from Ref. 90.
dcc(.ron-do|)ccl supcrcoiHltid.or.s, l.lic situatioii i.s.siinilar l.o IK 'S siipercoiRlud.ors, i. e.
I) impuritie.s are h'ss effective com|)arecl to P inipuritie.s. Sc(' If,of. .‘(8.
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/\,8 will Ьс discussed in (diapUn· d, in ilıe (oııveniioııal supercoaduciors,

aomaagaetic in)pm ilies hav(' ao ('1Г(ч1, oa İliç criiiral icmpc'iainnc Ou ilıc'oilıer
baud, paramagaciic impuıiii<;s aci as siroug pair b r e a k e r s . İlence, l.lıc}'
suppress the critical temperature very rapidly. As aa example. Fig. 2.10 shows
suppri'ssioa of th<' order para.mctc'i· Л ( 0 ), critical tr'iapr'iatmi' T,.. and c'liergy gap
12 (0 ) ol the low-temperature superconductors in the' inesraice of paramagnetic

impurities, la h'ig. 2 . 10 , it is imporl.aat to note' tha.t
О tlie |)<iir l)i('aking .paraıiK'U'i* n is |)r()|)()i‘l,ioiial to tli(' coiici'iiti-a.tion of

im|)iii-itics and sti('Mgtli of th(' im()iirity potc'ntials.
@ At sonu' ciitictil conci'iitra.tion, the ('iicrgy gap va.ıiisİK's while sup('iToiKliictivil.y still survivi's. In this r(\u,ioa, the material is called gapless siip('reoiiducl.or.
Tlu' la.tio is ('((ual to

~ 0 )/а,.(Д = 0 ) ~ 0 .0 . [ h'or хаму good tr('a.tm('at

about ga.pless superconductivity, se(> Chapter 10 of Ьг'Г.О and R,(;f. 34,87.]
© The critical temperatiirr' chaagx's faster with impurity coaceatra.tioii than
the order para.mcter at zero tem|)erature. Thus tlu^ ratio 2 Д ( 0 ,о)/Т · is ao longer
constaat, but depends on tlu' impurity coaceutratioa.
And also, ill h'ig. 2.11, the tc'iaperatare depeiuh'iice of the order pararmd.er
Д(7') is ploti.ed for various value's of pair breaking paramete'r ev.

.Substitution of isovalence 3d metal ions (e. g.

Ni·^'', Fe'^+,...)[See

'Table 2 .Г)] instead of copper has a much stronger elfect oa tlu' critical temperature,
la ЬуИСО, siipe'rcoiiductivity vaiiislu's at a. coacnitratioii of r = .b —7% lor Ni,
Fe, and at a· = 2 —3% lor Za ions. l''igure 2.12 shows dependence of

on the

'Zn impurity coacc'iitration x in bSCO a.ad YIKJO com|)ouads. 'The M ions can
bediave as magnetic scatterers. Hecaiise, they substitute (аС" ions which have
local magnetic moments'^
la the YIKJO compounds, the ed'ect of impuritie's which substitute lor copper
ions, is more com|)licated than in ЬуИСО compounds, namely
Ф In YIKJO, there are two aoaequivalent соррг'г positions, in the planes
or along the chains (See T'ig. 2 . 1 ).

Hence, substitution of impurities in the

■'llovvcwor, (.Ik ' sc magnetic mom<'ii(.s in IIn' liigli-'/f nial.erial.s are iiol V('ry larg(' lo li'ad l.o a
rapid suppression.
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Figure 2.11: 'ГЬе order pa.ra.mel,гг А(7') versus 1,ешр('га.(.иг(' Гог several values of
pa,ir breaking para.iueter cv. 'I'ak('ii from Ref. 90.
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■■»’Zn'·'-
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.2(1"’
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'I'able 2.5: d'lie electronic coiiiiguratioiis and ionic radii of some of ‘kl metal ions
a.iul copper. 'I'aki'i) frorn Ri'ls. l.'}.

dill’e rent coj)|)er positions leads to different effects on electronic structme and
s u 1)er con (1 uc t ivity.
Xiao a.nd his co-workerst'’i lia.ve studied eilects of the cliain on the
superconductivity.

They have conclud('d that e.xist('nc<' of tlu^ Cu-O chain

structuii', is insignificant to tiu' high-7f sup('.rconduetivity. I''igiii(^ 2.12 displays
ttice parameters and the critical temperature of the YB(f() compounds as a.
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x(at. %)

I'5gure 2.12:
Dependence of (he T,, on (.lu' Zn coiicen(,ra(,ion in
|ja.|,,siSro.2Cui_,,.Zii;,.0,| a.ild Y D;i2 ( ( h i | _ , . Z i i . , . ' I ' I k' T,. is nuvisiiied
vvil.li ı·('specl, 1,0 (.Ixi change of I,he i('sis(,anc('. /(’('/') s Iojk' is shown hy op('ii cirrh's,
and Tc{R = 0) by filled circles. 'ra.k(Mi I'rom Ifx'J’. 17.

IniK (,ion o( /y'/A and Oct concenirial.ion.s.

As shown in ( he (.op-righ(, paiu'l ol

(,he I'ig. 2.Id, siiia.il doping ol (.he (I'a indnex's an oi(.lioiliombic-(.o (.('(ragoiia.l
s(.rnctural transition. On tin; contrary, Zn doping re(.a.ins the initial orthorlionibic
struc(.nr(^. I he Zn ions siippix'ss (In' siiixn'condnci.ivi(.y v(M'v ('dectivedy and (,hc
sn|)erconductivity completely vanishes at 12-id % of Zn (S('e bottom-left panel
of'the Fig. 2.12). On the 0th(>i· hand, (la initially d('crea.s('s 1\. at a. rate 11\ per
% Ga concentration, after (i % 'i\. does not decrea.se any more (See bot(,om-right
panel of the l'’ig. 2.13).
'Flic NenI.ron diffraction (wpc'i iments demonstral.e that Zn and (la preferen
tially occupy 0n-si(.e in the plain'"’ and in the chain, respc'ctivx'ly. The.se studies
h'ad to the concinsion that mos(. important f('a.tiir(' in tin' high-7 |. siipercondnctors
is the C 11O 2 planes, while tin- role of the (.he chain is lather minoi·. This concinsion
"’A(, (.he larger concentration, tiu'

Zn

ions start to occupy Cn-sitc' in the chain.
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Figure 2.13: (a) Lattice parameter of YJ3a 2(Cui_;,.y\/i;i,.),i0 7 _y ¿is a function of Zn
content [top-left p<inel] ¿uid Ga content [top-right piinel] . (b) Variation of 'J\.
with X . Tcihen from Itef. 43.
is te.sl.ecl by doping the same ions in chiiin (ree LiiSrCuO compounds, ',1'he v:ilue
of 7’; is found 1,0 be severely affected by both Zn anti Ga ions.
C ?) Some impurities, e. g. Zii, preserve the orthorhombic phase, while others
l(><ul to a transition to the tetrfigoniil j)luise (See Fig. 2.14 [left |)anel]).
Q>) Smne impurities, e. g. (Jo ¿ind Fe, ¿iffect the oxygen contejit and the shortrtinged oi’der in tlie CuO cluiin, wliicli miiy cluinge th(' number of carriers in the
CO 2 planes (See Fig. 2.14 [riglit ptinel]).
Figure. 2. 1-5 shows suppression of the critic:il ternpertiture of YOCO m.iteri.ds
<is a function of the dopant concentriition for sevei'al isovalence 3d metal ions. It
should be noted tluit in a serious of experiments, very different (¿md complic:ited)
7J: dependence on the concentriition of impurities, which substitute in (,hi-site in
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l''igure ■i.!·']: 'Phe variation of the lattice [)araineters a and h [left panel] and the
oxygcMi content [right panel] of YBa2Cii3_,y\/i,,0 7 _,^ as a function of ;r. 'I'aken
from Kef. 40.
YBCO materials, lias he<.'n observed. Probalily, the discrepancy in the data foi7[.(:r) is related to
O insufficient control of the actnal impurity concentration,
© solubility of impurity ions in the samples,
© complexity of the high-7’, cuprate materials (i. e. containing boundaries,
delects, ...).
For more extensive studies on the impurity effects, see Red's. 17,31 41.
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Figure 2.15: 'Die critical to'mpiu'ature 1]. versus dopant concentration x for
^dfa.Cu,·J_,.yVd,.()7-¿. d'aken from Ref. 39.

2,7

R eview of E xperim ents

III Uiis section, a brief revnew of a few experiments is given. These ex|)eriments
are used to study impurity effects on high-T,. cuprate superconductors. Foi' more
extensive discussions of the experiments, see Jiefs. (i2,lü.
□ Muon Spin R otation (/¿SR)
The muon'^ spin rotation (/¿SR) metliod is a unique tool for investigating
tlu' local magnetic field distribution in a. superconductor.
'*Tlie positive union //■*“ is a lepton with a mass of m,, ct
spin s = 1/2.

2i)7nu.

]^y using this

(///,, is electron mass) and
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Figure 2.1G: Temperature dependence of (he depolarization rate a for
УВагСизОх [left panel] and У(Ва]_,-ЬгГз.)2Сиз07 [right panel]. Taken from
Refs. 49 and 50.
leclmique, various magnetic properties, such as Mcissnei' effect, diamagnetic
shielding, vortex structure, penetration depth of the oxide supeiconductors, can
be determined. If the pairing mechanism in the cu])rate compounds is due to
magnetism, tljen the lesults of //SR experiments play crucial role in undoustanding
the origin of pairing.
In these experiments, the rnuon-spin depolarization (d;unping) late a is
measured.

Tins quantity provides information on the a\'erage loccd field

distribution <

>oc

in the sample.

.As an example. Fig. 2.16 shows depolarization rate a as a function of
temperature for УВагСизОх [left panel] and У(Ва]_з.ка.л.)2Сиз07 [right jranel]
compounds.
Гог a complete review of this method, see.t^·^’^^’''’^^

□ Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
NMR. involves the interaction of a nucleus possessing a nonzero spin I with
an applied magnetic field B q giving the energy level
Em — 'iliBom

m = —I....I

NMR studies probe the local magnetic field around an atom and lienee reflect
the susceptibilit}' of the material. The importance of NMR, studies arises from
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trhat it is a uai(|ue tool t,o clarify wlicth(,'i· spin cori'elatioas play ci crucial role in
l.lie inochanisin of superconductivity or not.

□ Ineli\stic Neuti’on Scattexnng
'I'liis experinu'iit enables to us determine the susceptibility as a. function
of wavevector as well cis frequency.
processes.

It essentially probes the spin e.xcitcition

Since the scattered neutron interacts with a nuvgnetic moment of

transition ions that are pi'esent in the sample, tlu; rcisidting diffraction pattern
gives us iid'orrnation al)out the spin direction.

□ Mossbauer Resonance
Mdssbauer resonance measures gamma rays emitted by a recoil less nuchHis
when it undergoes a transition from a. nuchms gi'ound state to a nucleai· excitetl
state. This experiment probes the chemical environment of the nucleus in the
lattice, d'he Mdssbauer s])ectra provides us hel]jful information cvbout the valence
state of the nucleus.

Chapter 3
ISOTROPIC AND
ANISOTROPIC IMPURE
SUPERCONDUCTORS
111 tliis chapter, the Bogoliiibov-de Geimes equations and eilect of noniiiagnetic

impurities on the isotrofiic and anisotropic superconductors are studied^

3.1

The Self-consistent Field M ethod:
B ogoliubov-de Gennes Equations

in this section, a review of tlie Bogoliubov-de Cennes (BdG) equations, which
are essentially a generalization of tlie llartree-Fock e(|uations to the case of
su|)erconductivity, is given. They have been introduced by Bogoliubovf'"'^*'*^'^ and
investigated by de Gennes.1^1 d'hese (iquations have been widc'ly used to study
disordered supej’couductors,!^’''’ ‘"^1 supercondiicting quantum wellsl*^'^) and nano
s t r u c t u r e s , s u r f a c e supercond u ctiv ity ,q u asip article spectrum for d wave
superco n d u cto rs,v o rtices in type - 1 1

and d-wave .superconductorsl^*^’^’^^ and

twin bou 11daries.
^Icjj =

1 and

h

= 1 are taken throughout tliis cliapter.
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Consider an interacting electron gcvs in the presence of an arbitrary ext('rnal
j)otential Uo{r) and a niagnetic field H = V x A. d'lie Hamiltonian of the system
can be written in terms of field operators cv,(r) and cj(i·) (See Ref. 82 for a
i'('view.)

7 / = //o-I- /:/.,n

id v ^c iir)

=

“

J I
'

P - - A

+

e„(r)
^ '(c O c (r')a 'e a (r), (;U)

aa'

where the operator el(r) [e„(r)] creates [annihilates] an electron witli s])in a a,t
position r, p = —iJiV and Cu(i*) descrilxis the effects of disorder which does not
depend on spin indices'^. In the preceding ('(piation, the second term desciibes
electron-electron interaction with some aiJ|)ro.ximations:
O coupling is spin-inde:pendent'* and
0 pointlike R(i', r') =

—r'j and thus characterized by only one coefficient

V. Notice that the effect of magnetic field on s|)ins of conduction electron is
ignored'.
Note that the field operators cv(i') in (3.1) can be (.'xpanded by plane wave
basis

leading to

k
wluire the operator <4 ^ [«kaj creates [anniiiilates] an electron with s|)in a and
momentum k.
'[.'he new operators in (3.2), cj(r) and c^(r), satisfy the fermionic anticommutation i-elations

^'<T'(i‘')}

=

4 (i‘)ca'(r') -b c„-(r')4 (r) = ¿'(r - r')

“This assumption is correct for only nonmagnetic materials, for magnetic case sihn(li^jxMulent exchange potential is necessary.
^4'or magnetic media, spin difpendency must be taken into account.
‘^This assumption is correct for A > u7, where u ~
Here m is electron mass.
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{cv(r),cv,(r')}

=

0

h'(|. (.■5. 1 ) can be solvi'cl bj' re|)huing the interacUon Utdi

(r)4/(r)c„/(r')c„(r)

by an average ])o(.ential acting on only one electron n.1. a time, thei-el'on' tlici
inti'ractiou contains only two operators. 'I'rying an ellectivii lianiiltoniaii ol’ the
form

I h f l = //0
+ [

5Zi^(r)4(i’)^v(i')-l-A(r)c|(r)c|(r)-|-A’(r)c| (r)c|(r) , (;b l)

where U[r) and A(r) are elfective potential and pair potential, respectively. 'L'hey
are determined seli-cojisistently. E(i.(.'h4) can be diagonalizetl by perfornniig a
unitary trcuisformiition, so called Bogoliubov transformation,
= Y , (7»] “ n(r) - 7,!|

II

= Y

( 7 »! ''7,(r) -I-t !,! "u(r)) ,

(3.5)

wliei’c the 7 and 7 ^ ¿irc new oj^erators still satisfy the fennionic conmmlalion
relations

{7miT ’

I

~

linaliii^^ ^ l/i(^'lnLcr ~ ^inn^aa‘

|^7//ia·) 7/iyj'}

^

\Y)m

d.

a

After tlie transrorination (3 .5 ), 11

will be diagoimlized, tliat is,

H ,fj = Eo +

na

I'^nlLlncT,'

where En is tlie ground state energy and /'/„ is the energy of the

(3.7)
e.xcited

state. By taking the commutators of the IR jj with 7 ,|g. and 7 „o·, the following
expressions are obtained:
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[3 ItC'1 ^ ^ i f

[I'nai

j]

I'lj]
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^■'1n I aa

^'^'^3nír·

Note that (3.8) fixes the functions n,, and

in (3 .5 ). 'Jdie equations for n,, and

V,, can be found from the commutators [c,//,·//] and [Cj,!!,.■//]■ 13y using the
definition (3.1) of Ilefj and the anticommutation ])roperti<;s (3.;f) of c and i:f

= |Яо + y (r)]c |(r) + Д ( 1·) C'](r)
r'|(r), H .„ \

=

- |//„· + l/(r)l i'l(r) + Д-(г) C| (1·).

In (3.9), the c’s can be replaced by the 7 ’s by using (3.5). Finally, by using
the commutation relations (3.8) and compai'ing the coeflicients of 7 ,, (and 7 ,( )
on both sides of the equations, the Bogoliubov-de Cenues (BdG) e(|uations aixi
obtained:

/';„,u„(r)

=

[//o + /,/(r)] u J r ) - b A ( r ) n„(r)

Envjv)

=

-

[Щ

+

U{ r ) ]

n,.(r) + Д*(г)

гф ),

or in matl'ix form

Ho + U{v)
Д ‘(г

Д (г)

\ / nu(r)

-[//o -l-//(r)] ) V n„(r)

E,
'^71

Un{r)

Note that if (n„ n„) is a solution with eigenvalue /?, then ( —e* ;/*) is also a
solution with eigenvalue —E and hence it is enough to find solutions with E > 0.
Now, it still remains to determine the self-consistency equations for effective
potentials U{v) and A(r).

Let us introduce the probability of finding a

([uasiparticle of spin a
'^\n

most cases

clot's not depend on spin indices, therefore it is taken simply

fn .
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‘'hiiCina

(..5.12)

where < > denotes a therinal average. The I'ree eiierg}'of tJie original llamilLonian
is
:f

If > ~ T S \

where T is t(nnpera,l.ni’e and S is tlie entropy of the system

- XT f n 'i' I n - (1 -

nrr
and < 77 > is the mean value of (3.1), that is,

f a)

In (1 -

< // > = < //„ > - i r j d r

fn)

> .

(:l.i5)

Th(? product < cUAcc > can be simplified by using Wick’s theoi'eiiJ''’'^l

< c^(l)c^(2)c(3)c(4) >

=

< c^(l)c(4) > < c^(2)c(3) >
- < с '( 1)<<3) > < ,t ( 2)f(.l) >

-f < c'(l)(.'( 2 ) > <
By combiidng (3.13), (3.1.5), and

SE = 8 <

7/o

> - 7, У

J

dv ^

>

i), variation of the free enei'gy is giv(Ui by

8{ <

cj.(r)cv{r) > < с^,(г')с„-(г') >

- < 4(»>V'(r') >< cj,(r)iv(r) >
+ < 4(»‘)4'(i·' > < tv(r)£V'(r') > }
-T S S .

(3.17)

The distribution function, /„, can be determined by minimizing (3.17) with
respect to fndistribution

The resulting expression is nothing but the Termi-Dirac
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3()

cx\)( E,JT) -i- I ■

Varying tlic ampliLiid(‘.s (u,, o„) (,o {u„ -|·· Su,„ v„ + 6v„) and /„, to

A <■■>/„, Un·

free (Miei’gy (3.17) then varie,s hy ¿V, that is,

¿ < //jj > - i \ / y dr

{ 6 < e t(r)c 4 r) X

e^(r')e„dr') >

+ < t4 (r)c„(r) > 6 <

>

- S < 4 (i-)^v(>·') > < 4 (V)e(r),, >
< 4{^')co'Ç'') > ^ <
-hd <

>

> < rv(r)Ca'(r') >

A < 4 (d‘)4 '(^·' > ¿ < cv(r)iv/(V) > }
-T SS.

(3.19)

Note that the free energy of efhictive llaruiltonian (3.4)
jT ^ <

> -T S

is stationary witli respect to d«„, ¿e„, ami Sf„ since the excitations diagonalize
I T jj exactly. By using (3.4), this condition givois

8 T =D =

8 < IIo > +

f dr

U{r) 8 < ct(i’)c„(r) > +A (r) 8 < c|(r)c](r) >
[a
·
+ A’ (r) 8 < ci(r)c|(r) >].
(3.21)

Comparing (3.19) and (3.21), E' will be stationary if the effective and pair
potentials cire taken to be

U{r)

=

V < 4 (r)c j(r) > = V "Y
n

fn + |t'u(r)r4l - Jn))

A(r) = V < C |(r )c |(r )> = -l^ £ ,,„ (r K (r )(l-2 /„ ).

(3.22)
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Note tliat there is an important (listinction Ijetweeu U and A.
independent of tem perature.

37

U is nearly

On the contra,iy, the pair potcnitial A is a. sum

of terms of tlic form (inU,,*. Such terms are nonzero ordy in the ncighijorliood of
the 1,'ermi surlace. For tliis n'ason A is a rapidly vaiying function of tem|)erature.

3.2

Effects of N onm agnetic Im purities on
Isotropic Superconductors

A n d e r s o n , a n d Abrikosov and Coi· ’kovi«''J 11a,ve s liow n i11clepe 11Jen 1.1y 1 11¿it
¿1. small amount of nommignctic impurities J(.) not (Jfect the tliermodynamic
properties of a superconductor, ¿is it Inis been verified

ex|:)eriments.[^^'’’^^‘l Tliis

lact can he stated in sornewliat more general form:
If an exterucil perturlз¿ıtion does not break the time-reversiil symmetry and
does not c¿ıuse a long-range spcitial Vcirirition of order p¿ır¿ımeter, A(r) — A q =
cmivs/., the tliermoclynamic pro])erties of a superconductor lemain. imclninged in
the presence of the pei'turbation^h This tlieorem. ctin he shown l.)y solving (ihlO)
without Muignetic field, that is,

V “ + /.7(r)) tgdiO + A(iO v,{v)

(I )
E ,M r)

( ¿ V - - C(r)) n„(r) + A*(r) //.„(r),

=

where U{r) contains the im].)urit3^ potentials.

(3.23)

Let’s introduce tiie one-electron

wave functions in the norriuvl stiite >l’n{i')·, which is a .solution of

I
—

+ C (r)j ./-„(r) =

(3.24)

For pure metal {U[r) —0) tlie v/v,^(r) ¿ire .Bloch w¿ives. In the presena?. of scattcircu’s,
the w¿ıve functions of electrons ¿ire complicated and lesulting Wcive functions
the presence of miigiietic impurities, spin exclicinge held ¿ind nuignelic held, time reversed
symmetry is broken. As a result, these perLurbations ¿ire responsible from the p<air-breaking
mechanism. See Ref. 87 for a more extensive discu.ssion on this topic.
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describe the successive scattering of an electi'on by all of tlie scattcu'ers. When
the pair potential is iiidepeiident of r, i.e. A(r) = A, even in the ])resence of
disorder

it can be assumed that u„(r) is proportional to the norirud state wave

function

where it,,, Va

tliat is,

'i-.(l’) =

lluUnÇ')

•e„(r) =

e„(/>„(r),

'4'nU') can be chosen to be real. (This is possil)le b(H:a.use the

wave functions

i'J'c eigenfunctions of a real ojrerator.)

Inserting (3.25) into (3.23)

(/-W, A ll,, -

ITorn tile solution of

- Ae„ = 0
{ I ' l a + i u ) '0„

=

(3.2G)

Ü.

, the following e([uation is obtained
li,. = V e + Â î

and
1/2

1/2

12

2 /A

The self-consistency equation (3.22) becomes

A(r) = rX] !</’,.(r)p

A(r)

1 - 2/

J a + A(r)^

.

2 /« » +
approximation is not correct rigorously, but lias been shown to be acceptable if
impurity conccntriition is small and the potentials of the scatterers are not chemically too
diileri'nt from the system.
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Introducing th(i density of state's at the In'mii levc'l vV(r) a.t the |>oint i· in the
normal metal

n
The sell-consistency condition (d.29) becomes
/■'"n
'•'"n A
¿\ ( 1 ·—2/)
A(r) = VTV(r) /
-1-=.
d^.

(TTl)

'Die self-consistency (il.lM) cannot he exact since A was assumed to l)e
constant, but liere A(r) is modified by the scatterers. However, if the potentials
of the scatterers are chemically similar to the system, A^(i’) is not very dilferent
from its average N and then the self-consistency have tlu' same form as for pure
superconductors, so that
1 = VN

r

,/i.

(;{.32)

-h A-

which means that A is unaffected by impurities. Tins conclusion will be also
recovered in Chapter 4 by solving 13dC numerically for isotropic s-wave.
Since nonmagnetic impurities act only on the electric charge and scattei· both
electrons of the Cooper pairs identically, the superconductivity is not collap.sed.
On the other hand, for magnetic impurities tliesc; situations are completely
different. Magnetic impurities are capable of llijj])ing of the electron spin. Due
to this flipping, tlie pairs can go to a state witli parallel spins. In this case, Pauli
exclusion principle requires that electrons in the Cop[>er pairs cannot be at the
same p o i n t . As a result of this, the pair is broken up.
Since the .spin |)art of the wavel'unction is synunetric, the sj)ace ])art must be aiitisyinmetric,
thus probability of fimJiug the paired eh;ctrons vanishes at tlni same point.
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Effects of N onm agnetic Im purities on
A nisotropic Superconductors

As lias Ijeen pointed out In tJie iivevious section that the tlierniodynainic
properties of isotropic BC.S superconductors are not eiiected in the preseiici; of
nonmagnetic impurities, in this section, dependence of j)roperties of anisotropic
superconductors, mainly critical temperature and energy gap, on the impurity
concentrationf^'''^'^’*'^“

is studied.

The derivation is limited to weak

anisotropic pairing and only mean free path eifects are taken into account.*'*.
At the end of this section, effects of strong anisotropy (d, extented s and d+s
pairing symmetries) are summarized.
1‘hi’st of all, the effect of weak anisotropy in the pure superconductorf**'^

is briefly discussed.

'I'his is important, liecause the properties of impure

superconductors are expressed in terms of the characteristics of a. pure
superconductors. Let us introduce an elFective electron-electron interaction of
the following form

l/(p,p') = K,[H-!i(p.p')|,
where the quantity ii(p ,p ') describes the anisotropy of the interaction and it is
chosen so that its average siitisfies
< Q >= j

j

dpdp' ii(p ,p ') = 0 .

Tlie inteixiction (3.33) is constant over the energy interval of width 'Ilod at
the Fermi surface, l)ut depends on the angle between p and p' and tlie order
parameter A(p) depends on orientation. Assuming that the aui,sotropy is small,
namely

|ii(p,p')|« 1.
Near the transition temperature, A(p) satisfies the linear integral equation
kSce Ref. 92, for the more general rase.
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^ (p ) =

'^(p>p') 6 'o(p,i^„.) 6 ’o ( - p ',- w ,J д(р').

J

(:{ .3 5 )

Since the moinentnm integral contributes only vcu'y near the Fermi surface, it can
be written as

/ (1^

У‘'■"'f''’*'

where A^(0) = mppl'l'K' is the density of states at the Fermi lev<;l‘“ and (/<t ,
normalized to unity, is a dimensionless eh'inent of area on the h’ermi surfacfi.
In Rq. (3.35) 6 'o is the Green’s function for the electrons in the normal state and
it is given by
Г/о(р,а)„) —
where

■iUn - {(p) ’

= (2 n + 1 ) 7t7 ’ and <f(p) is the eiK'rgy meivsured from hVirmi surfac(; in

the direction of the Vic tor p.
The frequency, ca„, summation in (3.35) ca.n be carried out easily (See for example
Ref. 97) to give

r WD

A(p) = fV(0)

d ^ p ')

tanh[^(p0/27';
^ P ')

I r/cr'l/(p,p')A(p')·

Here p denotes a vector lying on the Fermi surfcice.
integration is logaritlunic, one can replace

lod

Since the result of the

bj' some average frequency u>o,

then (3.38) becomes
A(p) - jV(0) In

ttT

where In 7 = 0.577. This linear homogeneous integral e([uation can be solved in
the limit of weak anisotropy. Let us introduce tlie following expressions:
“^VVe note tliat if a more reali.stic model for clen.sii.y of state is used, e. g. A^(0;p, i>') =
A'(0)[1 +i(l>,pO]) tlicn the results arc not changed signilicantly. .See Ref. 92.
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A(p) = Aü + Ai(p)
J

i/crAi(p) =: Ü

J da'Ü{\),îi')

=-- ii,(p)

y i/aii(p,iV) =
J daflrip)

^i/(p) = X

A = VoN{0)
(jJ — —
7T

inserting (3.10) into (3.;

Ao + A |( p ) = A 111 (ui/7')

J

+ iiip . p')] [Ao + A |{ p } ) .

(:!..! J)

tcgratiug hotl) sides of (3 .-1 1 ) over da and substilaitiiig the resulting e.xpression
into (3.-11) it becomes
A ](p) = AIn (uj/T) [Aoil,-(p) +

J

da' {Q(p, fV) - ili(]V)} Ai(p')].

(3.42)

By using the condition of weak anisotropy (Ai <C Ao) and lienee neglecting the
second term in the right hand side of (3.42)
1 = Ain (w/T) [1 + A In {u>/T) y].

Ecj. (3.43) determines the transition temperature, 7'c, of pure superconductoi's to
first order in the anisotropy
-/cO-

^

namely’^
exp I

c

If the anisotropy is neglected so that y = 0 then (3.14) reduces to the BCS
solution.
.similar expression has been obtained by Markowitz and Kadanoif in Ref. 92.
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It is important to note that as can Ijc seem in (3.44), tlie anisotro|)y in th(i
pairing interaction'^ always enliances tlx* transition temperature by a. fa,ctor of
Similar result s aro recontl}^ round in K('f. 08,99.
TJie anisotropy of oi’dor parametor can be calculated to the first orchu' in \,
to give
^

JVia|A(p)P
|Aop

,

J .to|A,(p)P
<A ^'>
|A „r
” <A>' ·^

,

Notice that, the result obtained in (3.45) justilics the original assumption of
weak anisotroj)y in the gap, e. i. Ai <C Ao, if ii(p ,p ') <C i.
Now it is the time to discuss the elfects of nonmagnetic impurities on
anisotropic superconductors. Abrikosov and Cor’kovi''''*’^''! have shown that in the
pi'(isence of impurities there again e.xists an e([uation of tlie form (3.35), wliidr
must be averaged over the positions of the impurities. Tliis leads to the following
e(| nation

A(p) =

J j N

l'/(p,p') C';(p,<».,) 6 ';(-p ',-o;„) A( p ').

wlu're

C'o(p , î^h) =

1

■lljJa'I - i(p )
niwN{0)
r
11= 14- ,a>,d JJ i/ir'|ii(p,p')r^■ = H- -2\Ua\
C(p , p O = c(p ,p ')

+«<·y

c(p,q) cj(q,w») c,^(-q,-^«) l'i(p,q)r'·

Here n, is the impurit}'^ concentration, a is the inttiraction potential of an (4ectron
with an impurity atom and P = 7rn,A/(ü) < u~ >. In the isotropic scattering case,
the equation for V is solved in the following form
C(p,iV) = C(p,p') + -

2 ^ .1 ’

The origin of the pairing interaction can be phononic, inagnetic or any others.

(3.48)
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u

where
' »•(P) = j drr'V{p,i)').

Adding and subtracting the term VC oC q to tlie kernel ot‘ (3.4G), the sum over u,i
and tlie integral ov(U· can be caJculatiid. First int<;grat(! tlie remaining diileiamce
over

and express the summation over u„ in terms of the logaritlmuc d(!riva.tive

of the r function. This gives us an integral equation similar to (4.39)

Д (р)

у </УК(р , р ')Д ( р )

=

- ^ Л '( 2 ж 7 ; / Г ) у < fa '(l/(p ,p ') - К (р')1 д ,( р ') ,

wlierc K{i^) сап be written in terms of di-gamma runction, namely

+ 1)11 +

"'I 5 + ^ ) - ' M i

+ 1)1

(3.50)

Using the same procedure as pure case, for weak anisotropy, it is obtained that
1 —A 111(i.e/7') (1 + [Aln(ie/7') —A./v(;/')] y).

(3.51)

Combining (3.‘i-l) and (3.51), this leads to the final equation
, , .
«71.0 \
d)
T,J
1+xL
wh(,'.re «' = r / 71,0 is tlie ])air breaking parameter.
In

. ли

(3..52)

It can be (Xisily seen from the foregoing equation that if anisotropy is zero (y = 0),
tlieii the critical temperature does not change (7^ = 71:o)· Thei’efore, impuritii.'s
have no effects on the superconductivity as pointed out in the previous seel,ion.
Inserting (3.15) into (3.52), the following expression is obtained;
In

1
71.

-

< A
< A ·' >

,|, (1 + Mk) _ Ф
'2

27tT J

VO.

In Fig. 3.1, d('pendence of the transition temperiiture on the pair Irreaking
pai’ameter is plotted for different va.lues of the anisotropy \ .

The ci-itical
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t,(Mn|)CJ’atiirc suppression increases the anisotropy of the. order para.metei·. Many
unusual ])roperties of the high-71; superconductors may be explained in terms of
anisotropic ordei· parameter (See Kef. 95 for further discussion).

Figure 3.1: Dependence of the transition temperature on tlie pair brea.king
parameter for different values of the anisotropy
For small and large concentrations of impurities, by using asymptotic forms
of (3.50),
7T

A '(0

In

I'or u ';$> 1
for

<C 1

the following ex])ressions are obtained

V

f0CTT,<l)

(3.51)
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Eq. (3.53) has been wichhy used to analyze tlie sensitivity of su|)(nconducting
properties to tlie disorders*^ in higli-Te superconductors. In the Iiteratiir<‘, some
a.utiiors^'“°”

have used Eq. (3.52) incorrectly to study d-\vave superconductoi's.

3'his equation has bejen derived under the assumption of a weak anisoti-opy
(x <C 1). Eor the d-wave supercojiductors, since < A > — 0, y becomes infinite.
'J'his also causes infinite critical temperature as seen from Eq. (3.44) (Eor more
extensive discussion, see Refs. 107,108). Therefore, Eq. (3.53) cannot bc! iis('d Ibr
d-wave superconductors. However, it can be used for extended s-wave wliicli has
an anisotropy around

~ 0.2.

Figure 3.2: Normalized critical temperature Tcl'Ro versus the pair l)re,
parameter a for d-wave superconductors. In tlie figure, solid line, open symbols
and solid symbols denote the AC equation, weak-coupling and strong-coupling
/-matrix calculations respectively, [inset] Corresponding results predicted by tlu*
Monthoux-Pines model.
On the other hand, the results of /.-matrix calculationsf^“·^"’“'"! for d-wave
13Disorder can be induced by substitution or by irradiation.
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approximately olxey Llie AIn’ikosov-Gorkov (AG) equatioii[®*’l·
In

'T,C = vl; ( 1 4-

(3.56)
2tt'P
From Eq. (3.56), it follows that 1\. is com])letely suppressed a.t a critical pair
2

breaking parameter a — 0.88 [7(:(a,,.) = 0]. Figure 3.2 sliows the comparison
between /-matrix (for both weak- and strong-coupling limits) and AG results. In
the inset to Fig. 3.2, the results are obtciined in the IVlonthoux-Pinesl*^'*'^ model
by solving the exact Eliashberg equations.
The simlUir forms of the foregoing equation have been obtained in llefs. 108110 by using different methods.

Beside this, very recently Golubov and

Mazin^^'') have proved that the superconductivity suppression by magnetic and
nonmagnetic impurities is exactly the same wlien the average order paramida'r is
zero (e. g. in case of d-wave pairing).
A brief discussion about brecikdown of Eq. (3.56) for the short coherence
length will be given in the Chapter 4.
As has been pointed out in Chapter 2, due to the orthorhorabicity of some
high-Te materials (like YBCO), an admixture of s and d-waves is possible. Manj^
authorst^*^*'’*^"’’*^^^ have studied impurity effects on the s-f-d-wave. They have very
similar*'* results for Tc suppression:
V’cO

{ l + 2. A ) \ n { - j

(:l.r,7 )

In this case, the order parameter h¿is the form A(p) = Ao[cos2(;/!> +
that it gives the d-wave Tc equation (3.56) when

k

k].

Note

— 0. Figure 3.3 sliows the 1].

reduction curves for a s-fd-wave superconductor as a function of the pair l^reaking
parcimeter a for various values of the

k.

Note that, as sliown in Fig. 3.3, further

impiu’ity scattering does not aflect 7'c any more. This can be understood from
Llie discussion in the j)revious section. Wliile d-wave compouent of the (mlcr
parameter is suppressed very rapidly, on tlie contrary, s-wa.ve component is not
Refs. 108,113 tlie long Tc tail is found contrary to the Ref. 112 they have found that at
some critical impurity concentration Tc completely vanishes.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized ci'itical temperature TdTco as
i'uuction of the pair
breaking parameter cx i'oi· s-|-d-\vave superconductor for the diiferent values of k .

ail'ected from the impurities. The similai· result will be obtained iji Cluipter 4
from the solution of BdG equations.
To sum up, the su])i)ression of the critical temperature [¡A in high-7',, cuprates
is strongly related to anisotropy y of the order pa.rarneter symmetry. l''or the
s-wave y = 0, h(*nce ¿71. = 0. For the extended s-wave y is small, therefore the
critical temperature is suppressed very slowly. Since y is large for d-wave, the
critical temperature is suppressed veiy rai)idly.

Chapter 4
INFLUENCE OF IMPURITY
SUBSTITUTIONS ON THE
HIGH-TEMPERATURE OXIDE
SUPERCONDUCTORS
4.1

The B ogoliubov-de G ennes Equations for
T w o-dim ensional Lattice

As lias been pointed out in Chapter 2,
structure.

higli-7'c oxide sujjerconductors have ):)la.nar

Superconductivity occurs in the C 11O 2 planes.

Therefore, in this

section we will drive tlie Bogoliubov-de Cennes e<|ua.tions for a two-dinu'iisioiial
lattice.
'lb model decoupled C11O2 layers (See l''ig. T l ) in liig li- 7 ’,. cuprates, we
consider a. single-band llaniiltonian on a. two-dimensional ( 21)) s(|nare lattice' with

49
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Figure 4 . 1: (Ju()2 plane in llie higli- 7 c oxide snpercoiuluc(,or.s.
iK'a,i('sl,-iK'iglil)or hopping along vviUi onsilc' and n(';u■ (^'■ ¡l,-iK'iglihor iii((M ;u l,ioiis:

II

= ~ t Y , (tz<r - Y i P i - K·'”'") "·>
Kij'XT
i(T
i

<ij>acr'

Here t denotes the hopping amplitude', i and j are site labels, < ij > stands for
nearest-iieig)d)or pairs, a is spin index (rr = | or j), the opc'iator

fr,,,] (■i('a.t('s

[a.nnihilates] a particle at site i with spin a, Ui„ = c\„Cia is the eh'ctron number
operator at site i, //,· is the chemical potential of site i.

is the impurit}'

potential and it is nonzero for a set of randomly chosen sites (with density
and

= 0 on all other sites. fFo and I'Fi are the onsite and nearest-neighbor

interactions, respectively.^ Similar Hamiltonians have been used by many authors
to study the vortex structure,h®’^^l impuritiesl®®“®®! and twin bounda.riesl^'1 in the
d-wave superconductors. In Ref. 126, there is an extensive discussion on this type
of local electron pairing models.
'In the presence of magnetic field, tlie liopping amplitude can be written as follows:
/.exp [ —i r / h c \i (Iv ■ A(r)], where V x A = B.
"In (d.l), we assume that O
¡,s s|>in independent (uoumagnetic, impurities, c. g. Z n )
© electron-electron couiiling is independent of spin (as in the case nonmagnetic materials)
lij =
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VVc use I,he following model for I,lie impurity potential:

Here 6 — ± x , ± y are nearest-neighbor vectors for a square lattice. Since high-7'c
materials liave highly correlated antiferromagnetic nature in normal state, the
impurity atoms will produce distortions^'''’'’! in tlie magnetic correlations at the
range of antiferromagrietic coherence length {(afm —

. As a result of

this, iinite-ra.nged potentials may be a. reason for rapid suppression of tlie critical
temperature in the oxide superconductors^'.balatsky!)3,xiang!)5.
'I'lie operators in (4.1)

\^L· 1

and c,„' satisfy the anticommutation rules

k

et· 1 .7(t'
= 0
-1= 0.
[Q(7i

(1.3)

The interaction terms in (4.1) can be replaced by average potentials acting
on one ].)article at a time, and hence they reduce to two operator terms. The
effective Hamiltonian takes the following form

Jh/J

= -i

- XX/«.· - v r ^ y l c i ^ +
la

<tj>a
+ ^

4(7

< i j > (7

Ui C\^Cja
<ij>(T

+ D 4 4 |4 , + A ‘.’ <·<№,)+ E
i
<ij >
Assuming that

N i l + A f <■„<:,■,). (.1.1)

is known, we determine its eigensta.tes and corres|)onding

energies. Since JJejj is a (piadratic form in c and c*, we can diagonali/.e it liy
using Bogoliubov transformations

Ci| = X 7nr K - 7 I 1

c i i A P T i m -I. i N F L u m c l · :

(p

=

I ]

7n|

У·], +

ro.

suB srm m oN s

of im p u r ity

t

I

( I··'))

i

11
vvluM'i' Uic 7 a.ii(l 7 ' arc' lunv o|)ria.(,or.s sl.ill Ha-l.isCyiiig l.lu' i('i'mioiii(· commiil;i(,ion
iclalioas

"

'I т а 1 ^ii.a '

0
[Тг??.ГТ ? ' У n o -' ] .j.

—

'Hii.s l.ransrormal.ioiis \a\x\ lo an iJKM'dV'cl.iv(i Hamiltonian llrjf that Ix'roim's
clia.goiuil:
H c f f = (^o + Y^ CutL 7u<r,

n<7
Лк
where Cq and c„ are the ground and n*·''' excited states energies of the

('I ■7)

respectively. Taking the commutator of Zfe// with 7 ,^^ and 7 ,1^, we get

\ln a 1 R c f ¡\

—

^и У ' п с г

I.7,L> 4<Jj \ ^

( 1·'^)

Equation (4.8) fixes the functions u„ and v,i in (4.5). To find the equations for
Un and Vn, we calculate the commutator [c,Heff]· 14y using the definition (4.4)
of liefj and the anticonmiutation
relations(4.3) of c operators, we obtain

[сч.гш

= -E

6

( < - fT-"T.4«r- ( 14 - v r - Щ0
\

'' I

I

I

ip\-f) I
/-hV|

+д;, <1, + E д;·

= E (1 - wi^)4hi + (л +д;*

+ E д;·’·'**
6

->4

- Е"Г) 4,
(4.9)
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In (4.9), we replace the c's l)y the 7 ’s by using (4.5). Then we a.])ply the
commutation relations (4.8). Comparing the coeflicients ol’ 7 ,,, on both sides of
the equations, we obtain the lh)goliubov-*dc (¡eimes(IhIC
) e(|iia.tions:

c,.< = - E (' 6

= E (' b

“i“ - f/‘.·- K'””' - I'i -

*

1

I >'n

\

I'i'O

.

\

- K”“'

-1 4

- E i4*‘)
b

)

(4.10)
Now, the effective potentials

U[,

A q and

can be determined

by minimizing the Cibbs free energy of the system:
E = < H > -T S,

(4.11)

where T is the temperature, S is the entropy of the system and < II > \s the
mean value of (4.1), given by

< II > = -I' Y , < cLc> > - Y i i ' i - K""'’) <
<u>^

>

+ l T o ^ < C,-|4|4‘'l^d > ■*■“9 " Y
<ij>rrrT'
Tire product < ch:h;c > can be simplilied by using the Wick’s thcorc'in

< cHl)c^(2)c(3)c(4) >

=

< ct(l)c(4) > < r4(2)c(3) >
> < cU2)c(4) >
+ <

E([.(4.11) becomes

ct(l)c^(2)

X

c(3)c(4) > .

(4.13)
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> - Y i l ' i - K " ”') < dr^'rrr >
i(T

Kijyrr

-l-VV'o^ < 4|^^4 > < fV ''l > I ■" 4 |f''i > < ('ip p >

I

L

( 1. 1 1 )

TS.
Vai'iation in T is

bT

=

-/. Y

^ < i ( ’p > - Y i i ' i - K·'""')

<.ij'>a

>

ia

+ W o Y S < 4 ,c,:| > < c[|Q| > -1- < cJ|C,:| > b < 4 |C,:| >
i

-l-l'KoX^ b < r ||r|| > < caCi] > 4- < d ,rj| > b

r,|r,:| >

i
^ ^

^

"1“ ^

^ia^-icT >

<

^'jcr'^'jcr' >

< .ijy a a '

L «

< ij > f r a '

1I ^/,
I I
+ "y"

t

t

Xy ^

Cj(jfCj(j P "I"

^ b

^

<.ij>acr'

(4.15)

-TbS.
VVe note that the quantitj^
j r = < il^jj > - T S

(I.Ki)

is statioiiaiy 7 and 7 ^ diagonali/.e ¡Lj! exactly. I4y using (4.4), tliis condition
gives us

5 JT =

0 = b < lEjf > - T b S
-/, Y b <<icj„ > - Y i m
<ijy(T
irr
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-I- ^
-I-

/// <S K
a;

> -I- X]

<5 <

Ul^ <S < rl,Cj„ >

> -i-a ;,· i < d ic i >)
(4.17)

+ E ( 4 « < ‘■.V-'i > +AJ* i < C,|C.«I) > -T O ·.
<i.l>

Coinpai'iiig (4.15) and (4.17), vvc see Uial. /'’ will be slaiioiiaiy if we lake ilie
elFective poleu(,ia.ls as

=
u\

-

''

14^ < c7-|Al > = H/(, E
+ 1<.l'^(i 11
W i < e||C,:| > = 11/, E (l“■;.ı4/» + 1n:;i^(i 11.

=

< c -.,.^ |C , 4 > = - l e E
+
n
1'!''() <
> = - 1 1 - '» E 'M . 'd - Vn)

—

11/,
— (< a+i,\Ci\ > -

—W\

A'
A6

=

- v E ( '4 " \ r +
^ n

( I - a /..) ·

The entropy S and the free energy T of the system can l)c written cx|
•’s

^ 7m<T7nCT' >

— Cnn
= 0

^ 'Ima'lna’ ^

=

0,

ii--T>\TT
turns out to l)(' l·\'rmi distiihiition Ihnction.
<'.\|) ( i ,,/A;//7')
I I
S = ^ - k . B E ./nln./'u- ( 1
ncr
'rom (4.11) and (4.19), we obl.aiii

/n) In ( 1 -./;,).

(u s)
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IV,. H- KP(1 - /.,))

in

E (i“:..r'/». +
inin
-W o

E

ll/Ul

- / - ) ) (ixi.iv,. +

k r i

- /,.))

( “ ¡» « '» '(I - 2/„.))(«‘ ‘ ";.(l - 2/..))

E . (I“;., IV,. +

- /,.)) (k.+‘iv„ + i-V‘p(i -/,.))

iu in b

+ 2 IK,

E

imu6
- 2112. ^

- /,.))

.'( i - x j )

- /„.))

- / .) )

{ in n 6

- I cbT Y ^ / n l i i / u - ( l - / , . ) l n ( l - / . ) ·

4.2

On the N um erical Solution of
BdG Equations

To investigate the properties of liigli-Tc cnpi'ate superconductors in t!ie [n'esence
of impurities, we solve BdG ecjuations ('1 . 10 ) numerically witli self-consistency
conditions (4.18)^ for different pairing symmetries. We take a sc|uare latticxî with
periodic boundary conditions. In the absence of impurities, BdG eciuations can
be solved by considering translational invariance. In this case, we obtain the
usual BCS excitation spectrum:
B(k) = y i w

+ iÂ(k)F,

(4.22)

where if(k) = —2t(cos/i-v-f co s/>·„) —// and A(k) has different forms corres])onding
to Vivrions symmetries, hbr s-, extended s- and d-wave (See Fig. 4.2):
■'.Since the first two terms in (‘1.13) are nearly teiniveratnre independent, we take into account
tlie last term only.
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До

for s-wa.vc

Д(к) = < —2 A^j(cos A·.,. + cos A:,J lor extended s-wave ,
—2 Aj(cos Lj; — cos ky)
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(1.23)

for d-vvave

where До, Д^ and Д</ are computed nurnerically Гог given |)araineter,s Hdi, W\
and fi.

Д(*х,

I'igure 3.2: Plots of order parameters lor extended s- and d-wave.
For a system of size L, we diagonalize 2L^ x 2L^ matrix for suitably chosen
an initial guess for order parameter in different pairing symmetries. Then, we
compute new values of the order parameters from Fq. 4.18 and we iterate this
process until the desired convergence is achieved. Figure 4.3 shows the flow chart
describing the computational procedure.
At this point, we give some j-emarks about general features of the solution:
V 'Phe physical properties, such as critical temperature 7)., order parameter
A and coherence length ifo, are functions of the half-bandwidth ( = 4/) and
the electron concentration, instead of Debye fret|uency uo as in the DCS
tlieory.
V 4'lie number of electrons per lattice site n is calculated from
n = ^ L < ''d + »d >
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Chouse .suitable initial gue.s.se.s
lor order |)arameter

V

liogoliubov-il^ti Gennes
........

Calculate new values of
order parameter

i:
YeTl

y

Self*consistent solution
is obtained

Figure 4.3: Tlie flow chart describing the computational procedure.

= TrE(K'.lV.. + K P (l - / , . ) )
where N is iiuinber of sites and u: - A ..

n € | 0 , 2 ], (-1.24)
is the uurnber operator. As

sliown in Fig. 4.4, the order parameter is symmetric about ludf filling {n =
1 ) which reflect the electron-hole symmetry.

>■ in the presence of onsite repulsion (IFo > 0 ) and nearest-iuMghbor
attraction (IFi < 0 ), the system favors the d-wave pairing for wide-range
of parameters.
>■ Dependence of the order parameter on strength of the scattering potentials
is shown in Fig. 4 .5 . Note that further increase of the strength of the
potentials does not change the order parameter.

For consistency with
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r/J

Figure 4.4; Dependence of the order parameter on number of electrons pei‘ lattice
site.
tlie previous works, we call the scattering potential unitary ( 14) 3 > t) or
sulyunilary ( 14) ~ /).
>■ In the presence of impurities, the order parameter i,s averaged over many
different impurity configurations.

Most of our results are obtained by

avei’ciging over 1Ü different distributions. It should be noted tJia.t larger
concentration of impurities leiids to increase the number of iterations to
achieved reasonable convergence (~ .50).
The coherence length

is

characteristic length scale for superconductors.

If (fo is comparable with dimension of the system, finite-size effects bc'come
important, then tlie required convergence can not be achieved, hbr this
reason, we always take smaller coherence lengtlis much smalh.'r c:om|)ared
to tlie size of tlie system.
>- For the orthorhombic materials, we take

= li and ty — 1.55/ which ii

estimated by using the observed a-h anisotropy in the magnetic penetration
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(iO

l'"igure 4.5: Dependence ol' tlie order parameter on the strengtli (4' the impurity
potentials.
depths (Au = 1600 Aaiid At = 1030
>■ We take t = 1 in the calculations throughout this work.

4.3

Variation of Order Param eter in the
V icin ity of a Single Im purity

in this section we study elFects of an impurity on the order parameter in the CuOa
plane. Byers and his co-woi-kersh'^6 have investigated inlluence of an imj>urity
on the ne¿u■by tunneling cojiductaiice in the anisotropic superconductors. They
have shown that inomentum-dependenceof the superconducting gap A(k) can be
determined from the spatial variation of the tunneling conductance. hVanz and
his co-vvorkerst^’^^ have also studied variations of order parameters in the j)resence
of a single impurity in the d-wave superconductors.
Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.9 and 4.8 show variation of the OPs in the vicinity of a
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Figure 4.G: Vtiriatiou of s-wave order parameter in the vicinity of an impurity
located at the center of the lattice. Vo = 50/, \\ = 0/ for left panel and V'o = 50/,
Vi = 2t for right panel.

0.04.

0.1S,

0.03.
<1 0·^'

<1
0.02.
0.01.
Oj

Figure 4.7: Variation of s+d-wave order parameter in the vicinity of an impurity
loccited at the center of the lattice, s-wave component of the OP [left panel] and
d-vvave component of the OP [right panel] for Vo = 50/, V\ = 2t.
single impurity for s-, s-j-d-, d- (^o = 2 .6a) and d-wave (<fo = da), respectively.
We should note that, as shown in these figures,
® the OP vanishes at the impurity site and recovers its bulk values over a distance
eo,
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C?) Гог s+d-wa.ve, s-wave coinpoiieiil of the OJ^ increases near Üie impurity site at
wtiich d-vvave component vanislies (See Fig. 4.7).
@ tlie linite-ranged potentials affect the ()l*s much more near the impurity site
(See Fig. 4.9 [left i)aiiel]),
Ф as the coherence length increases, the effective range of a single impurity
increases (Compare Figs. 4.9 and 4.8 [left panels]),
® A is inversel}'^ proportional to tlu; coherenc<i length (Compare Figs. 4.9 and 4.8
[left panels]).

Figure 4.8: Variation of d-wave order parameter in the vicinity of an impurity
located at the center of the lattice. Vo = 50i, Vi — 01 for left panel and Vo = 50/,
Vi = 21 for right ]>anel.

4.4

D eterm ination of Coherence Length ^ and
C ritical Tem perature Tc

In our calculations, tlie zero temperature coherence length is estimaterl from

i

w diere 7·,· is t h e d is t a n c e from th e o r ig in to s it e f, a n d (/>(i) is g iv e n b y
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Figure 4.9: Variation of cl-wave order parameter in tlie vicinity of an impurity
located at the center of the lattice. Vo =
V, = Oi for left panel and Vo = 50t,
Vi = 2 / for right panel.

l.^y(o,'Or-

(4.20)

here
|,<;(0 ,i)| = < CojCi, > = Y ,

- /„) - «?.</..

(4.27)

Amplitude of </(0,f) is plotted in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 for d- and s+d-wave,
respectively. As shown in the Fig. 4.11, due to orthorhombicity (n
and (ft have different values.

Figure 4.10: Amplitude of g{0, i) for d-wave.
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у ' i\
10

1ii

20

X

Figure -4.il: Aini)litude of i/(0 , i) for s+cl wave.
The result is checked by examining the Vciriation of tlie order parameter (at
zero temperature) in the vicinity of a single im purity located at the center of the
lattice (See hdgs. 4.9 [left panel] and 4.12).

Figure 4.12: Order parameter vanish at the impuritj' site and recover its bulk
values at a distance <fo·
In tire BCS theory, the coherence length is given by
hvp

WcB

,^

where Wes is fhe bandwidth of the conduction band and a is tlui lattice constant.
For large values of i^O) results of (4.25) and (4.28) are identical.
In Fig.4.13, we plot A versus the inverse coherence length l/^o. For large
values of the coherencr· length (ifu > 5e), slope of tlu' figure approaclu's to the
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Figure 4.15: Order parameter versus inverse colierence length !/ifo·
13CS value, W ch !'^^·

other hand, wlieir i^o becomes .smaller, the slope

deviatois significantly from the BCS prediction.
Determination of the critical temperature Tc is moi'e complicated (esj^ecially
in the presence of disorders).

The Figures. 4.14 ;ind 4.15 show temperature

dependence of the OP in the absence of impurities and for vai’ious impurity
concentrations, respectively.

We know that the tempera.ture dependence ol’

colierence length is given by
T\

f(7') ~ f (0) ( 1 - - '

(.1.29)

Near the transition temperature, the coherence length diverges and becomes
larger than the system size. Hence, the correct solutions cannot l>e olotained.
Considering this argument, we think that the results (Fig. 2 ) of Ref. 68 a.nd
their conclusion “the average zero-temiierature gap does not scale with 71,, as one
would expect from BCS theory” may be artifact. It is important to note that,
the OP determines the bcisic specific features of superconductors: zero resistance
and the Meissner effect. As long as OP is finite, these properties cire observed.
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(if)

Figure 4 . 1 -1 : Temperature dependence of the d-wave OP in the absence of
di sorrier.
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Figure 4.15: Temperature dependence of the d-wave OP for various Viilues of
impurity concentration.
At tlie same time, tlie energy gap may vanishes, d'his situation leads to gapless
superconductivit3C In fact, in the disordered systems energy gap does not coincide
with the order para.meter.t'^"'’’'^^^
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Substitu tion

in

High-Tf. Cuprates: E xperim ental R esults
Numerous experimental investigations into the eilects of the substitution of
copper in the high-7i; oxide superconductors by 3d metallic elements (e. g. Zn,
A^/, ...) have appeared in tlie literature. In the most of the experiments, effects
of the Zn and Ni substitutions in
q [152-i5‘I]

La.-Sr-Cu-

Bi-Sr-La-Cu-Ot^'’®J compounds have been investigated. The results

of the experiment can be summarized as Ibllows:
® The Zn substitution for Cu depresses the Tc of the high-temperature oxide
su[)erconductors much stronger than the Ni substitution (See Table 4.1).
@ The Zn substitution results in a more drastic structure distortion tlian the
N i substitution.
® The growth in the normal state resistivity dp,J<ix just above the critical
temperature is (luite similar for tlie Zn and Ni.
® The N i substitution leads to a orthorhombic-to-tetragonal structure
transition.
® At the larger concentration, the Zn ions start to occupy Cu-site in tlie
chain.
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the transition temperature suppression due to Zn
substitution in the Y-Ba-Cu-0 and La-Sr-Cu-0 compounds, respectively.
Table 4.1 displays tlie critical impurity concentration in the various
substitution experiments.

4.6

N onm agnetic

Im purity

S ubstitu tion

in

High-Tc Cuj)rates: T heoretical C alculations
Theoretical studiesf*'^'^’' underestimates tlie critical impurity concentration, at
wliich the superconductivity vanishes completely [7),.(7ic) - 0], approximately by
a factor of two or more in comparison with cxperimentiil results. More realistic
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Figure i . l 6 : Dependence of tlie crilical temi)erature on ihe Zn concentration in
tlie Y-Ba-Cu-0 compounds. Taken from Rel. 149.

dopant

content

(at.%)

Figure 4.17: Dependence of the criticcil temperature on tlie Zn concentration in
tlie La-Sr-Cu-0 compounds. Taken from Ref. 152.
models luvve imjjroved this contradiction slightly. We can summarize tliese model
as follows:
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M a te ria l
YBcl2(C u,_,Z n,) 3 Ü,;+,
YBa 2(Cu,_FZn,)3 0 7
YBa2(Cuj_/Zn,.) 3 () 7-v
YBa-,(Cui_,.Zn,,)30 7 - ,
YBa2Cu3-..Zn,,()7-.·
YBao(Cui_.,Zir,03Ü7-¿
Y JJ¿lo( C u 1_XZ11 {0 7_5
YBa2(Cu,_,.Zn,.)307
YBa2(Cu,_,Zn,.)30c.,i
YBa.2(Cu,_YZn,.)307
YBa2(Cu,_,.Ziu.)30a.9.5
Yßa2(CU]-;^.Zni-)3Üö.G2
YBa2(Cui_,Ni,)30G.H;
YBa2(Cui_,Ni,.)307_¿
YBa2(Cuj_,Ni,.) 30«.6
YBa2(Ciu_,.Ni,)307-.s
L¿11.8 5 SJu. ,l5 (C U1 Zll j. ) 0.\
L¿ll .8 5 t ü. J 5 ( U1-T Z1.1X) 0.1
1j¿ll .8 - 1Slo.1(>( 0 U1 _ Z11 ) ü 4
Ivcli.8Sro.l5(Oui_a;N¡i.)Ü4
13i2S1*0.8 Ü.2 ( 11 - :ï;Z11 ) 0 y
BÍ2.Srü.8-L<:lü.2 (Ouj

d'I I;/dr
-13 K

-3.7 K
-10.5 K

-22 K

-9.3 K
-5.4 K

-4.5K
-2.5K

09

ric
'C |K|
94
0.1
92
0.12-0.13
89
0.05-0.ÜG
92
0.07-0.08
90
90
92
0.09-0.1
92
= 0.03) = 55K
90
0.1
87
92
7',(.r = 0.07) = 20K
88.5 7',{x = 0.02,0.00) = G0,27K
94
7'c{x = 0.1) - GG.3K
7;,(.'t· 0.05) = 80K
90
90
83
37.8
0.02-0.03
38
0.03
0.04
39
0.04
38
25
0.1
25

Talkie ‘1 . 1 : The critical impurity concentratioji in the various experiments.

>- lladthe, Levin, Schüttler and NorinaiJ^'^'*' have taken into account the
strong coupling corrections within the Eliashberg formalism. As shown
in Fig. 3 .2 , their results are approximately reduced to prediction ol the A(J

>■ Fehrenbacher^''*“' considered the proximity of the Fermi level to a van Move
point. Figure 4.18 shows the rii dependence of Tc>· Arberg and C arbotte'"“' have used a more realistic band structure. They
have calculated the critical temperature suppression lor Born and unitary

Ref.
141
33
I.‘i2
113
G1
144
14G
147
148
149
L50
52
141
115
148
151
152
153
151
153
155
155
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Figure 4.18: The Tc suppre.4sion lor diilereal potentials,
limits (See Fig. 4.19).

Figure 4.19: Dependence of the T.,- on the impurity scattering rate Cor Born and
unitary limits.
>- Monthoux and Pines^^'^^^' have studied nonmagnetic impurity scattering
within the spin-fluctuation model. They have calculated suppression ol
Tc for unitary potentials (See Fig. 4.20).
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Figure 4.20: Ciilculii.ted influence of Zn impurities on Tc (x
(iX]j e r irn en t al res u 11s).
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indicate.s

However, the disci'epancy between experiment and theory remains in place.
It has been suggested tliatf^*^) tlie traditional methods are inadequate to
investigate suppression of the critical temperiiture 'I\-. in the liigh-temperature
superconductors. It may Ire tliat the main reason ol breakdown of tlie traditional
methods is due to luwing short coherence; lengtli <^o· Htd’. G8 argued breakdown
of standard AG type theories for sliort coherence lengths ((^o < Oa).

4.7

N onm agnetic Im purity Substitutions in the
High-Tc Cuprates for Various Pairing Sym 
m etry

In the following sections, we will present our results for isotropic s-, d- and d+swave superconductors.

4.7.1 Isotropic s-wave Superconductors
Isotropic s-wave solutions are obtained for the interaction terms IVo < 0 tuid Hq =
0 . Figure. 4.21 shows dependence of the OP (normalized with A q which is the
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OP ill tlie absence oi impurities) on tlie impurity concentration n; for pa.ranu;ters
resulting in ifo ~

and < n > r; 0.8. We can summarize the liasic features of the

nonmagnetic impurity eilects on tlie isotropic s-vva.ve supei'conductors as follows;

Figure 4.21: Dependence of the order pai'ameter on the impurity concentration
in the s-vvave superconductors.
CD The normalized OP depends on Ji,· linearly.
(S) As it has been pointed out in Ohapter 3, nonmagnetic impui’itir's have no
effects on the isotropic s-wave superconductors. As sliown in the Fig. 4.21 (foi\/[ = 0) the OP is nearly constant.
@ For the finite-range ])otentials (1/] = 2t) , the suppression is more
pronounced, but it is still very small.
® As a result, suppression of the superconductivity due to nonmagnetic
impurities in the high-?), cuprates cannot be understood in terms of the s· wave
pai ri n g symmet ry.

4.7.2

d-wave Superconductors

For W(j > 0 and HA < 0, d-wave symmetry is favorable.

Figures. 4.22,

4.23 and 4.24: show dependence of the OP on the imixirity concentration ?i,·.
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Figure 4.22: Depeiiciencc of tlie order parameter on tiro impurity couceutiatioii
in tlie d-wave superconductors [i^o ~ 2.5a].
i.u
C 0.8
Tj

£
C9

0
1E »·<
< 0.2

<1

0.0
0.00

0.02

0.04

O.ot)

0.08

0.10

/i, (Impurity Conccnlrution)

l^igure 4.23: Dependence of the order parameter on the irnpiirity concentration
in the d-\vave superconductors [<fo ~ 4a].
Tlie parameters are chosen in such a
apj.)roximirtely (fo ~ 2.5a for Fig. 4.22,
density < n

Wciy

that the coherence length becomes

^ 4a for Figs. 4.23 and the chictron

0.8 (We use Wo = —Wi = —1.08/., /z = —0.5/ and k s T — 0.005/).

We ciin summiirize the bivsic features of the nonmagnetic impurity effects on tlie
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Figure 4.24: Dei)eiiclence of tlie order parameter on tlie impurity coiicejitration foj·
diirerent values of impurity potentials in the cl-wave superconductors [i^o 4.5a].

d-wave superconductors as follows:
® The normalized OP depends on linearly n,· as in the experiments.
© Superconductivity is suppressed very rapidly and it vanishes at a critical
value of the impurity concentration n-c ~ 0.1 for i^o ~ 4<:¿ (See Fig. 4.23). 'Phis
is in (piite good agreement with experimenta] data Uc ~ [0.8 —0.12] for YIKX)
compounds.
(3) The finite-ranged potential

Ccin

be proposed to explain the diirerences

l)etween the Zn and Ni impurities (See Fig. 4.23).
@ The dilferences between Zn and Ni can also be umh'rstood l)y taldng
different potentials strength lor these ions (See Fig. 4.24).

4.7.3

s+d-wave Superconductors

As has been discussed in Chapter 3, due to orthorhombicity of the YBCO
compound, admixture of s and d-waves is alwa.ys possible.

Figure 4.25

shows def)endence of the OP on the impurity concentration n,· for s+d-wave
superconductors. The parameters are chosen to result in ifo ~ 4a and < n > ~ 0.8.
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It should be noted that due to a-b plane anisotropy, we take ¿a,. —
ty = 1.55/..
VVe can sunmiarize the basic features of the nonma,gnctic impurity eifects (ni
the s-fd-wave superconductors as follows:
® The normalized OP depend on vr,· linearly for small values ol the impurity
concentration. However, at large values ot n.,· the OP has a tail.

1his (.an be

understood by considering s-wave com])onent ol the OP is suppressed slowly
compared to d-wa.ve component.
© In this pairing symmetry, the critical impurity concentration is about 0.1
in agreement with e-veperirnents.
© The differences between Zn and Ni can be understood by noticing tliat
Ni substitution leads to a orthorhombic-tetragonal transition. 'I'herefore, we can
assume that Ni has d-wave symmetry while Zn has s-f-d-wave symmetry. Since
s^d-wave is more sensitive to the impurities than d-wave, Zn suppresses the
superconductivity more rapidly tluui Ni.

? 0.8
I
A

•o
0*o
1

0.4

I
0.2

0.0

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

/», (liiipiihly Concentration)

Figure 4.25: Dependence of the order parameter on the impurity concentration
in tlie s-|-d-wave superconductors.

Chapter 5
RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS
We have I'cviewed l.lie projjcrties of the high-T. cupratcis, tlie liogoliubov-de
Cennes eiiuations (BcK.i) and the impui-ity effects on isotropic and a.nisotroj)ic
superconductors. Nonmagnetic impurity substitutions in high-7'c o.xidc super
conductors have been investigated by solving' BdG equations on two-dimensional
a square lattice. We can summarize our results ¿is follows:
□ The criticiil concentrcition is YBCO is found to be ¿iround

~ 0.1. This

is in agreement with experimental results wliere ric ~ [0.08 —0 . 1 ].
□ Diil’erences between Zn ¿ind Ni substitutions ciin be understood
О by taking finite-rfinged impurity potentials,

0

by taking different potenti¿ıl strengths for Zn ¿ind Л^г,

© fry considering that imi^urit)^ substitution leads to a phase transition
for A^i from orthorhombic to tetragonal phase.
□ Our results support the d-wave order parameter symrnel-i*y, and sti'ongly
reject s-w¿ıve. VVe can not say anything about the other pairing symmetries such
as extended s, p, s+id.
□ Considering the orthorhombicity of the YBCO materials, we h¿ıve found
that admixture of s and d waves is possible. This type of symmetry is recently
proposed for YBCO materials in Ref. 135.
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